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Abstract

The thesis describes two techniques that use a timethreads model of a system behaviour as a means of relating activity diagrams to design models based on MachineCharts. The activity diagrams can then be mapped onto performance models using standard techniques. Timethreads and activity diagrams both describe the sequencing of activities over time; thus they are equivalent representations of sequencing information. Timethreads also show the flow of activity over space, thus they can be used to explain architectural design models, such as MachineCharts. The first technique manually maintains concordance between performance and design by associating the activities in an activity diagram, with an equivalent set of timethreads. The timethreads are then modified into a final design, and as a result showing how the activities have been mapped to a design model. The second technique uses a programming model of executable timethreads to control an application (design) model, and thus mechanically recording the concordance through the formality of a programming language. In both cases, the end result is a relation between the activity sequence and the design model that allows for easier construction of performance experiments on the design model (via a prototype or an actual implementation). A case study of a Layered Communications System is performed to evaluate the techniques.
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Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

Software engineering is a very broad area which involves many aspects. In Schach’s book, he defines that software engineering is a discipline whose aim is the production of quality software, that is delivered on time and within budget, and that satisfies its requirements [46]. Furthermore, Jacobson adds that it also should ease its long term maintenance, alteration and extension [30]. People either in industry or research have made many efforts to improve software development efficiency and reliability. Especially, in recent years, software quality control has gained a lot of attention. It has become a key issue to business success.

Software performance engineering (SPE) plays a very important role in the software development process. Smith states in her book [48] that meeting performance requirements (such as responsiveness or throughput) is as vital as meeting requirements of functionality, reliability, and maintainability, yet previous software engineering research has largely ignored performance issues. Performance refers to system responsiveness: either the time required to respond to specific events, or the number of events processed in a given time interval [49]. For information systems, performance considerations are often associated with usability issues. In real-time systems, performance concerns can become correctness
issues. Especially for the hard real-time systems, failure to meet deadlines or throughput requirements is equivalent to producing incorrect results [36] [49]. As Ferrari [23] has noted, performance is one of the three fundamental categories of attributes that are indispensable for the viability of any technical system, the other two being functionality and economicity. Computer systems are no exception to these rules.

Performance models of computer systems often describe behavior of functions and devices using mathematical notations and models [40] [45]. Within the typical software development lifecycle, performance analysis often occurs in either the requirements phase or the implementation and integration phases (as shown in Figure 1-1).

![Figure 1-1: Software Development Process based on the Waterfall Life Cycle Model](image)

During the implementation and integration phases, performance models are constructed from the implementation and experimental data in order to identify performance problems and to perform implementation tuning [29]. This approach is the more prevalent and follows the typical "build it first and fix it later" attitude of many software development efforts. However, it commonly conceded that this is often a much
more expensive route to constructing a satisfactory system than establishing correct requirements and designs. When software is delivered to customers, it may not meet the customer’s needs, for example, the response time may be slower than expected, or it may cause system failures because of some kind of performance behavior. However, at this point, it will be more difficult and expensive to correct an error. System tuning may not improve the performance dramatically and to remedy problems, sometimes, the whole system needs redesign. The earlier a system flaw can be detected in the life cycle, the lower the overall cost of correcting the error [44].

In the requirements phase, specific functions and their interrelationships are overlaid with available device requirements (such as disk, processors, and communications channels), to yield a performance model, such as queueing networks [35]. The resulting model can be used to evaluate and predict performance characteristics. As the development of a system progresses from requirements to design and implementation, decisions are made which are either performance-neutral or performance-sensitive. In the latter case, such decisions typically have introduced devices, or software bottlenecks. However, at this stage, no explicit performance model is usually constructed, and no performance examination is done until integration testing takes place. This also delays the detection of performance errors and degrades the design quality.

Designed-in performance is preferable to tuned-in performance [48]. Thus, the focus of this thesis is how to embed performance analysis in a piece meal fashion into the software development process. Smith views SPE as an integral part of software development [48]:

“Software performance engineering is a method for constructing software systems to meet performance objectives. The process begins early in the software lifecycle and use quantitative methods to identify satisfactory designs and to eliminate those that are likely to have unacceptable performance, before developers invest significant time in implementation. SPE continues through the detailed design, coding, and testing stages to predict and manage the performance of the evolving software and to monitor and report actual performance against specifications and predictions.”

There are three commonly used performance evaluation techniques: analytical
modeling, simulation, and measurement [29]. Analytical modeling and simulation can be used at early software life cycle stage, where measurement is not possible. Measurements are possibly used only if the system already exists (or a prototype exists). Since analytical modeling requires so many simplifications and assumptions, the accuracy could be very low. Simulations take a long time to build the model and to execute the model in order to get a moderate result. Although measurements sound like the real thing, they may not give accurate results simply because of many of the environmental parameters, such as system configuration, type of workload, and time of the measurement. SPE unifies and augments these diverse techniques, and meanwhile, integrates with design methods to achieve the best solution.

The evaluation of computer systems performance has developed in substantial isolation with respect to software engineering [23]. In recent years, a number of software performance engineering approaches have been introduced to find performance problems as early as possible. But those methods lack the direct linkage between the performance model and design model in a more detailed level, especially for real-time systems. Ferrari states that most of the models and analysis techniques used are of a highly abstract nature with little mention on how they may be integrated into real design environments or applied on working systems [23].

The approaches in [21] [42] [51] are based on very high level module precedence relationships in distributed real-time systems. Typically, descriptions or models of the software are constructed using a formal mathematical notation. Assumptions have to be made in order to analyze the system. Although resource contentions and interprocess communication delays are considered, the software design complexity impact on the performance is ignored; software complexity may significantly change the performance. These approaches are similar to the traditional analytical performance-dominated approach. It provides the initial assessment for SPE.

The approaches in [57] [39] [47] are based on performance modeling tools solved with simulation. They help to advance the ability to apply SPE during software design, but still require considerable supplemental work to create and analyze performance models. TimeBench [18] [19] [57] is a prototype CAD tool featuring the ability to experiment with
temporal behavior and performance of Ada systems at the design level before any implementation steps are taken. The performance model used is called Stochastic Rendezvous Networks (SRVN) [58] [27], a form of queueing network adapted for concurrent software entities. The SRVN is an abstract model. When details of control flow are added, they have to be approximated and one may require a more detailed modeling method. SES/workbench [47] is a design specification, modeling and simulation tool. It also focuses on higher level system architectural issues. Design/CPN [39] is based on the principles of Colored Petri Nets which embody mathematical and graphical approaches to system behavior. It consists of an editor for modeling the system and a simulator for executing the model. Smith argues that the time required for solution of complex Petri net models makes them inconvenient for design trade-off studies. The SPE philosophy suggests using simpler models early in development to identify suitable designs. As the software evolves, model extensions analyze contention delays, synchronization and communication behavior. During implementation, the SPE models can produce Petri net models that permit extensive, detailed analysis of timing, synchronization and communication [49]. Furthermore, the animation of typical execution paths is an important feature for the temporal behavior patterns and performance evaluation. There is no such function provided in the simulation tools.

Smith has developed SPE methodology for single sequential programs [48] [49]. But there is no sound SPE method for concurrent systems. It is increasingly clear that more integrated approaches are needed throughout systems development. And particularly in concurrent systems, which may be either distributed and/or parallel, the challenges are greater and the pitfalls are deeper due to greater behaviour complexity of the software and the hardware [56].

However, software development phases are normally separated. Each phase has self-contained notations and methodology. Expertise and information tend to be compartmentalized between experts in these different domains. Furthermore, as software artifacts may be introduced during software development progression, it may be difficult to continually reconcile the performance model and the design model.

As a goal, a designer should be able to work with either model as one can feed
information to the other. The design model, if executable, as in the case of a prototype, can enhance the quality of performance parameters (e.g., choice probabilities or times). The performance model can give estimates and suggest experiments that help select one design alternative over another. Thus, there is considerable value in being able to relate a performance model to a design model at any point in the development.

Timethreads [16] [17] are a notation for specifying end-to-end behaviour of computer systems; i.e., a timethread describes the sequence of events from a stimulus to a response. A performance model activity diagram [56] conveys equivalent information -- it defines the allowable sequences of functions in a computer system. The key difference between the two notations is that timethreads enumerate the various sequences that can occur in a system, and an activity diagram expresses the constraints on functions that imply the various sequences.

Timethreads are useful for describing any aspect of time behaviour in a system at any level of detail -- from the flow of information through subsystems and high level functions, to the detailed call-return paths of a complete software design. In this latter case, the timethread describes a sequence of changes in the locus of control of software objects (as limited by the scope of a single task’s thread of control). This type of timethread, which expresses the finest detail of activity, is called a controlthread. Refinement techniques are used by a designer to move from coarse to fine levels of detail. As finer detail is revealed, the software design approaches its final form.

As a mechanism for relating performance and design models, timethreads are suitable for two reasons: (1) there is an equivalence between a set of timethreads and a performance model activity diagram; and (2) timethread refinements, which represent progressively greater levels of design detail, can be used to relate how activities are subsequently mapped onto a final design. Given this relationship, a designer can construct a performance experiment in the activity domain, and trace this to a specific experiment that can be conducted on the design model (such as a prototype). Furthermore, the decomposition or allocation of activities can be traced back through the timethreads so that the activity diagram could be refined to correctly portray the current design (and thus account for software bottlenecks).
1.2 Thesis Overview

The prime objective of this thesis is to integrate software performance analysis into the design process to improve software development. In pursuit of this objective, the sub-objectives in this thesis are:

1. To study the software analysis modelling and design modelling techniques to explore the software development transition process and its traceability with respect to performance.

2. To use timethreads as a mechanism for relating performance and design models to achieve manual documentation.

3. To prototype executable timethreads in the MLog environment (multitasking, object-oriented Prolog) [32] [33] to achieve the executable design and control over the execution path that is useful to conduct performance experiments in the timethreads model.

4. To construct simple experiments using a layered communications system as an example, to evaluate timethreads execution in the MLog environment.

The main research of the thesis is to use timethreads as a mechanism for relating performance activity diagram and design models. The thesis describes two techniques that use a timethreads model of a system behaviour as a means of relating performance models based on activity diagrams to design models based on MachineCharts [12].

The first technique employs timethreads in a manual fashion: each design refinement, from the requirements to the final design, reports the changes in timethreads. Thus there is a trail to follow from the performance model activity diagram to the software design, and the changes to activities can be tracked along the refinements. The software design could be realized as a high level prototype or portions of an actual implementation, and performance experiments could be conducted accordingly. Also, the activity model could be manually refined to correspond to some point along the design. The problem with this approach is that concordance between the timethreads and the software design must be maintained manually.

The second technique uses a programming model of executable timethreads to control
an application (design) model, and thus mechanically recording the concordance through the formality of a programming language. As timethreads and software objects are refined, the designer modifies the descriptions of the timethreads and software objects and their relation. Execution of the design model becomes execution of the timethreads to control the activities embodied by the software objects. The designer can construct performance experiments such as branching probabilities based on the design. Since the timethreads are the objects that are executing (or at least controlling execution) it is easier to relate the experiments to the objects, and perform measurements. The disadvantage of this approach is the need for a specialized execution environment to support timethread execution.

In both cases, the end result is a relation between the activity sequence and the design model that allows for easier construction of performance experiments on the design model (via a prototyping or an actual implementation). However, in either way, the concordance between timethreads and activity diagram is still maintained manually.

The programming model of executable timethreads in the thesis is based on the MLog environment developed by Carleton University. MLog [33] is a design prototyping language which combines: (1) the packaging features of object-oriented programming systems, (2) the computation model of Prolog, and (3) concurrency based on communicating sequential processes and both rendezvous and asynchronous message passing for interprocess communications. Its primary application is prototyping embedded, concurrent systems. The MLog environment provides tools for debugging and exploring prototype behavior.

A layered communications system has been implemented in the MLog environment. In this case study, simple experiments have been conducted and evaluated based on the design and the programming model of executable timethreads.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The remainder of the thesis is as follows: chapter 2 describes the background of the thesis and the timethread and activity diagram notations and related concepts; chapter 3 shows how timethreads can be used manually to relate performance models to design models; chapter 4 introduces the notion of executable timethreads; chapter 5 documents the case
study of the layered communications system using executable timethreads; and chapter 6 provides conclusions.
2

Background

This chapter provides an overview of software analysis and design methodologies which have been widely used, and summarizes the key issues and concepts relevant to this thesis.

Section 2.1 discusses issues in the software lifecycle. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 review some commonly used software analysis modelling techniques, such as Data Flow analysis and Petri Nets analysis. Section 2.4 introduces the concept of the Timethreads analysis method and gives a brief introduction to timethreads visual notation, activity diagrams, and MachineCharts. Finally, section 2.5 describes the MLog programming language.

2.1 Issues in software life cycles

Software development is carried out in a number of phases, as shown in Figure 1-1, each of which consists of a more detailed and concrete development over the previous phase. Each phase generates its model descriptions. A modeling technique in general is described by means of syntax, semantics and pragmatics [30]. The requirements and specification phase generate an analysis model, which converts requirements into a totally problem-oriented (frequently operational) specification. Based on the analysis model, a performance model is constructed and the performance evaluation is involved. The design phase generates a design model, which contains architecture and module design. At this point, the performance model can be extended to reflect the design reality. The implementation phase generates the machine dependent programming codes. And finally the integration testing model is generated, which contains functional and robustness testing, and performance measurements.

Thus, software development can be viewed as a gradual transformation of a sequence
of models. It is an evolutionary, complex process. In practice, the software life cycle is not
a purely linear process. Each phase may be revisited, but software development still
accomplishes these phases. The aim in the software development process is to make the
transitions between the different models seamless and traceable. That is, the model in one
phase can be readily related to the model in the next or previous phase. At present, no
sound technique exists. In Jacobson’s book, he states [30]:

“The success of the system is highly dependent upon whether it has been possible to
capture and formulate the user’s requirements in such a way that the requirements
can be formalized and transformed into working programs.”

In particular, the transition from the analysis model to the design model can be
challenging because the mapping is not truly isomorphic. While these two activities are
conceptually distinct, in practice the line between analysis and design is frequently blurred.
Thus, the transition difficulty obstructs the evolvement of performance modeling.

Alford [2] [3], in SREM (Software Requirements Engineering Method), discusses
testability and traceability issues not only on functional requirements, but on performance
requirements as well. From the performance engineering perspective, SPE provides
coverage throughout the development process to help ensure that the performance
requirements are achieved. At the initial stage, analytic performance models using early
estimates of data, can help in guiding software design, in assessing the need for distribution
of data and functionality, and in early hardware planning. As software development
evolves, the design model can help in adding to the accuracy to the performance model.
The overhead execution caused by the design and delays due to resource contention can be
taken into account. The performance requirements can be further examined. Finally, during
the integration phase, performance measurements complete and validate the software
model.

The evolution of the performance model progresses parallel to the software
development process. There are three analysis strategies that guide the performance model
formulation [49]: (1) Adapt-to-precision - to use models that can be constructed quickly,
enable rapid evaluation of alternatives, and produce results that distinguish suitable plans
from those that are unlikely to meet performance objectives; (2) Simple-to-realistic - to
postpone modeling details of execution, then later as developers make specific design and implementation decisions, these simple models can be extended to more precisely represent execution behavior; (3) Best-and-worst-case - to examine bounds on system performance. This thesis adopts the simple-to-realistic strategy; i.e., as software development evolves, the performance model is extended and reconciled with the software model at each stage.

Furthermore, Smith summarizes five types of data needed for constructing and evaluating the performance models [49] [48]: performance requirements; behavior patterns and intensity; software descriptions; execution environment; and resource usage estimates. She also covers performance data collection and predictions strategies in her book [48]. Those are very important aspects for the performance evaluation but, are beyond the scope of this thesis.

The construction of an accurate performance model before the implementation is not easy. The software performance may depend upon the environment and the target implementation language. Sometimes, it is difficult to emulate system dynamic behavior and key execution paths before implementation. Rapid prototyping is a very useful solution. Prototyping is used to assess risks associated with proposed solutions, algorithms, expected performance, and coding strategies [5]. It can also efficiently provide measurement data for critical software components. Balzer notes that an important purpose of prototyping is answering questions concerning the dynamics of a system, relating to both its behavior and performance. There are existing examples where performance information can be provided by a prototype [37] [60].

2.2 Data Flow Oriented Approach

Modeling techniques pave the way from system analysis and design, to programming. Good and clear diagrams play an essential part in the progress. The data flow oriented approach is to use data flow diagram as a modelling tool to analyze the system. During the design phase, functional decompositions take place. This method has been popular since the 1970s, and is currently used with an object-oriented methodology. A data flow diagram is a tool for top-down analysis. It provides both a high-level and more detailed view of a system.
The data flow diagram (DFD) is a graphical technique that depicts information flow and the transforms that are applied as data moves from input to output [44]. The DFD is built from four basic components: the data flow, the process, the data store, and the terminator. The data flow traces the flow of data through a system of processes. The direction of data flow is indicated by an arrow and the data is identified by a label alongside its corresponding arrow. The process is represented by a single bubble operating on data through the process. Each process could be refined into a series of bubbles to provide more detailed information. A data store is connected to a process box. A terminator shows a data source or sink; normally they lie outside the DFD.
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Figure 2-1: Data Flow Diagram of Layered Communications System

There are two kind of popular data flow diagrams, one is developed by DeMarco [22], the other by Gane and Sarsen [24]. Both methods are similar in many ways and are equally good. A DeMarco’s data flow diagram for a layered communications system is shown in Figure 2-1. In this system, there are three layers of a communications sub-system. Each bubble represents a layer -- the network layer, the link layer, and the physical layer. There is a point-to-point physical link between any two nodes. A packet is send from one node to another on the basis of “best effort delivery”, thus this packet is not acknowledged by the network layer at the receiving node. Figure 2-1 shows two instances of the three layers, and a channel connecting the two physical layers. In the network layer, there is a bounded queue. The Alternating Bit Protocol [52] has been used in the link layer. At the sending side,
the network layer transforms incoming messages into packets. The link layer takes the incoming packets and outputs data frames. Then the physical layer converts the data frames into bits and sends them over the cable. At the receiving side, the physical layer converts the bits into data frames. The link layer checks the data frames, packages them, and sends the Ack frame to the physical layer. Finally, the network layer sends the packets to the destination.

After the data flow analysis model is established, the transition from information flow to structure is accomplished as a transform-centered design or a transaction-centered design [59]. These design strategies achieve the module structure by continuously decomposing the bubbles. The control flow structure implements the data flow semantics. Yourdon gives a detailed discussion on these methods. The data flow oriented approach advances the modules high cohesion and low coupling, but, moving from a data flow diagram to design-structure charts needs a significant shift in perspective.

Data flow diagrams are useful for showing the flow of information through functional processes (analogous to activities). Their control semantics are implicit; they only show what happens, not how it happens. The design architectural diagrams show the control semantics. There is no straightforward transition from data flow analysis diagram to design structure to represent system control semantics. Data Flow diagrams do not relate to architectural diagrams -- their only component is the functional process which represents an activity, which does not necessarily have a one-to-one relationship with an architectural structure. While the performance model is built based on the data flow analysis using queuing network techniques, as the software development progresses, the design complexity is hard to reflect on the data flow diagram. This increases the difficulty in feeding information between the performance model and design model.

Furthermore, timing considerations are not handled in DFD. However, timing is a major concern in real-time systems. It can cause synchronization problems, such as critical races and dead-lock. That is to say, if we failed to properly model the specification, it could result in a poor design or a faulty implementation. The Timed Data Flow diagram [53] has been developed to enhance Data Flow diagrams so that it can represent control and timing. However, it is not widely used because its complexity and similarity to Petri Nets.
Besides data flow oriented methods, Jackson’s data structure method is very popular too. The method starts from data structure analysis and its main application is information systems. The object-oriented approach is a combination of these two methods. One aspect of an object is that it is a data structure, together with the processes that operate on that data structure [46]. However, for the real-time systems, none of these methods has reached the level that can well handle time constraints and synchronization issues. Most real-time design methods are either the extensions of nonreal-time methods (s.t., extension of structured systems, SDRTS [54]) or Ada-specific real-time methods (s.t., PAMELA [20], and MachineChart [12]). Object-oriented methods have acquired an Ada-oriented flavor because of the efforts by Booch [8]. MachineChart is a Ada-based graphical notation for designing real-time systems. This thesis uses it as a generic architecture design notation.

2.3 Petri Nets Oriented Approach

The Petri Nets oriented approach is to use Petri Nets as an analysis modeling and design modeling tool to help designing system architecture and software modules.

Petri Nets [43] [41] are a graphical and mathematical modelling tool which provide a formal method for specifying the behaviour of concurrent systems. They consist of three fundamental concepts: tokens, places, and transitions. Tokens represent instances of concurrent behaviour that flow through a network of places and transitions.

A Petri Net is a particular kind of directed, weighted, bipartite graph consisting of two kind of nodes, called places (drawn as circles) and transitions (drawn as boxes), where arcs are either from a place to a transition or from a transition to a place. A marking (state) assigns each place a nonnegative integer. If a marking assigns place \( p \) a nonnegative integer \( k \), we say that \( p \) is marked with \( k \) tokens. Pictorially, we place \( k \) black dots (tokens) in place \( p \). Tokens await processing in places. When all of the places that are incoming to a transition have tokens, then the transition fires, causing one token to be removed from each of the input places, and one token to be placed in each of the output places.

Conditions and events are the concepts used in the modeling technique. Here, places represent conditions, and transitions represent events. A transition (an event) has a certain number of input and output places representing the pre-conditions and post-conditions of
the event, respectively. The presence of a token in a place is interpreted as holding the truth of the condition associated with place.

Conditions (or predicates) [25] can be attached to transitions to further refine the firing mechanism, and time periods representing activities can be associated with the transitions -- these represent variations on the basic Petri Net concept. In graphical representation, a filled box shows a timed transition. The transition condition is the time duration [1]. Another useful variation is the Coloured Petri Net [31] in which tokens are coloured and are therefore distinguishable from one another. Moreover each place and each transition has attached a set of colours. A transition can fire with respect to each of its colours. Coloured tokens are usually employed to represent individual classes of behaviour within the system, thus the transitions can be made to respond differently to different token colours.

A coloured Petri Net model of the layered communications system is shown in Figure 2-2. The upper part of the picture presents the sending side, the lower part presents the receiving side. There is one link layer and physical layer for each physical connection in each node. Therefore, the coloured tokens indicate the packet’s transmission route. Number \( n \) represents the queue size in network layer, and \( m \) represents the sliding window size in link layer. Time period \( \tau \) shows the time-out duration. The shaded area is the transmission channel.

As can be seen from Figure 2.2 the Petri Net can describe behaviour in a system, but does not actually relate it to the architectural components. In fact, it represents the essence of the behaviour with architectural components removed. However, Petri Nets are amenable to a wide variety of analysis and in particular, a basis for a performance analysis model.

As a specification modeling tool Petri Nets can precisely describe a system’s behaviour, as a design tool it can analyze the design problems, and as a performance evaluation tool it can evaluate the performance of the system [39] [11]. PROT nets [11] as a prototyping tool can even automatically translate the Petri Nets into Ada program structures. There are also some performance analytic models which combines Queueing networks or Markov models with Petri Nets to analysis the software synchronization phenomena [4] [1]. However, the complexity involved in modelling a large real-time system
is substantial. Smith suggests to use such detailed models at the later stages of the software development lifecycle.
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**Figure 2-2: Petri Nets Diagram of Layered Communications System**

2.4 Timethreads Oriented Approach

"Timethreads" is a visual notation for describing system behaviour scenarios, which are used to do requirements analysis and preliminary design. During the system specification phase, timethreads can be used for component discovery and behaviour reasoning. During the design phase, timethreads can be used to design control flow patterns, to verify overall behaviour, and to develop component interfaces. The timethreads-oriented approach provides a seamless technique for describing both pure behaviour and behaviour linked to components [16]. Sections 2.4.1 to 2.4.3 introduce the basic concept of Timethreads notation, the MachineChart notation and Activity diagram notation. These concepts are
the foundation for the following chapters.

2.4.1 Timethreads Notation

The timethreads method is a notation for representing the sequences and coordination of activities in a system. Competing with formalisms like Petri Nets and Data flow diagrams, timethreads differ chiefly in that they add sequence and coordination to architectural diagrams. Otherwise, it is generally possible to describe timethreads using Petri Nets. In essence, timethreads illustrate the tracks of tokens flowing over the Petri-Nets.

![Figure 2-3: Basic Thread Notation](image)

A basic timethread is shown in Figure 2-3. Each timethread has a *thread start*, *path*, and a *thread end*. A timethread shows the sequence of activities along the path, where the thread begins at the thread start, and terminates at the thread end. The activities which occur along the path are simply annotated. When overlaid on an architectural diagram (such as a MachineChart diagram), the components\(^1\) of the diagram give a context for the timethread’s behaviour. For example, if a timethread starts in Component A, then the timethread is initiated from Component A; if the timethread’s path crosses over Component B, then the timethread carries out some activity in Component B; if the thread end appears in Component C, then the timethread terminates in Component C. A timethread example for a layered communications system is shown in Figure 2-4.

---

\(^1\) A component is represented in a black box, which presents programming constructs such as modules, subsystems, or layers. The detailed descriptions follow in section 2.4.3.
In this system, there are six architectural components shown, two instances of the three layers of the communication system, each with three components (N -- network layer, L -- link layer, P -- physical layer). Four timethreads are overlaid on the architectural components, and they collectively illustrate the behaviour that occurs when a message is transmitted from one of the systems (SYSTEM 1, in this case). Timethread black shows the behaviour initiated from outside of the system, passing through the network layer, and into the link layer where it initiates timethread dark grey, waits for a synchronization from timethread medium grey at a waiting place (a large dot), and then terminates.

Timethread dark grey represents the transmission of the message (Data) from the link layer, via the physical layer, over the media to the physical layer of the target system.
(SYSTEM 2, in this case), where it terminates and simultaneously initiates timethread medium grey, to handle processing in the target system. Assuming that the message is passed error-free, timethread light grey is initiated to deliver the message to the network layer, and meanwhile timethread medium grey generates an acknowledgment in the link layer, sends it through the physical layer, over the media, and into the physical layer of the originating system. Once in the originating system the timethread medium grey continues into the link layer where it signals the waiting place on timethread black, and terminates. Wherever a timethread path crosses over an architectural entity, there may be potential activities. Labels a, b, c, and d in Figure 2-4 represent activities. These labeled activities may be characterized by specific parameters such as time, memory, algorithms, etc. Timethreads do not suggest any limitations.

A subset of the timethreads notation is provided in appendix A.1. The complete notation can be found in [16] [17] [14]. The different timethread constructs can be combined as necessary to achieve desired semantics. For example, the And-Join and the And-Fork are unified to form an “And-Join-And-Fork” which initiates several outgoing timethreads concurrently, only after all of the incoming timethreads have terminated.

Timethreads express the sequencing of activities in relation to the functional components. A system with logical concurrence may have multiple threads proceeding through it simultaneously that may interact and compete for limited resources. However, in the system specification phase, timethreads are used express end-to-end behavior patterns spanning the system as a whole, or many of its components, in a way that does not require early commitment to architectural details [14].

2.4.2 Activity Diagram

An Activity Diagram [56] is another notation for describing behaviour and is closely related to Petri Nets in concept. It differs markedly in that it describes many behavioural operations more succinctly than the Petri Net (that often is quite verbose for even simple behaviours) and places greater emphasis on the explicit representation of activities. The main purpose of the activity diagram is to provide a framework for a performance model, possibly implemented by a Petri Net or a queueing network model.
Activity Diagrams describe the ordering and causality of the system activities. They can express not only the partial order of the activities, but also the concurrency and synchronization relationships among the activities. The Activity Diagrams only model paths that are key to the performance. The diagrams are the extension of the performance task graph [42] [21] [51] [48], and are closely related to the design model. An example activity diagram is depicted in Figure 2-5. This diagram represents the behaviour of the layered communications system, at the same level of detail as illustrated by the timethread model in Figure 2-4.

The activity boxes represented in Figure 2-5 are:

Box a: send packets and wait for acknowledgment.

Box b: transmit data through the channel.

Box c: receive data and send acknowledgment back.

Box d: send packets to its network layer.

![System Diagram](image)

Figure 2-5: Major Activities for a Layered Communications System

When a packet arrives at the event ready point in SYSTEM 1, box a may accept this packet after a period of time. It then sends the packet to box b and waits for the acknowledgment at the waiting place (large black dot). After box b finishes its work, the data packet is ready for box c at the event ready point in SYSTEM 2. Then, box c
processes the data packet and starts box d, and meanwhile synchronizes with the waiting event. The packet transmission completes after box d finishing its activity at the event end point in SYSTEM 2. The acknowledgment completes at the event end point in SYSTEM 1.

The complete Activity Diagram notation is summarized in appendix A.3. The Activity Diagrams use Race line and Inhibitor arcs to express the competition of the execution path. An inhibitor arc Disables flow along an event path if it is “unfilled”. If it is “filled” then events may flow along the path. A transition with inhibitor arcs is enabled if there is no unfilled circle and all input places are active. The annotations on activity boxes identify the textual descriptions of activities that are symbolized by activity boxes. As with data flow diagrams, the activity boxes do not necessarily represent architectural components.

Timethreads diagrams and Activity diagrams are, to a large extent, equivalent, but they describe the system requirements and behaviors from different view points. The two diagrams have different perspectives; i.e., the timethreads diagram is from the functional analysis perspective and the Activity diagram is from the performance analysis perspective. The evolution of the Activity diagram continually reconciles the evolution of the timethreads diagram. This consistency ease the forwards transition and backwards tracing between the analysis model and design model.

Activity diagrams, similar to the execution graph given by Smith [48], are used to model concurrent software. In the early stage of software development, a simple model is constructed to capture essential software performance behaviour. Then the performance parameters can be derived by the model with insufficient data using performance analysis equation and queueing network techniques [48] [35] [40]. Interactively, this provides initial feedback on whether or not the planned software is likely to meet performance goals.

The resource contention delays and some execution overheads may not be considered in this early stage. Later, when design progresses, more accurate performance data can be extract from the model. Quantifiable performance targets provide the basis for selecting appropriate design alternatives. Moreover, design decisions affect performance, thus the performance model should completely reflect the design; i.e., any changes in design must be reflected on performance model.
The important execution paths are essential to understanding and improving performance [48]. The response time and throughput of the execution path are two important parameters. Path response time is the time from an invocation of the path until the completion of its execution. It normally contains the execution times for activities along a path, delays due to resource contention (which include hardware resources such as CPU, I/O, etc., and software resources such as data files, semaphores, mailboxes, etc.), and overhead introduced by interprocess communications and context switches. These factors are affected by the module precedence relationships, module synchronizations, task assignments, resource availability and utilization, and processor scheduling policies. However, at the software analysis stage, many of the factors are hidden along the system execution path and will be affected by later design decisions. Hence it is very important to analyze the system performance of the design.

2.4.3 MachineChart Notation

MachineCharts [12] is an architectural design notation. A configuration of operational components is called an Architecture. MachineCharts express modularity, concurrency, waiting, sequencing, and so forth. They have the ability to express inter-object connections in a way that captures the essential temporal semantics of practical communications, active messengers, mailboxes, or semaphores where the representations of these communications mechanisms are uncommitted to any particular implementation technologies [19]. The basic MachineChart notation is defined in appendix A.2, and a complete notation can be found in [12].

An architecture diagram of a layered communications system is given in Figure 2-6, which shows a system of two nodes and one channel. Each node has three components -- N (network layer), L (link layer), and P (physical layer). The channel is also an component. The components interact through the interface buttons. Data flows represent the packets passing across the components. Figure 2-6 is a very high level architecture diagram for a layered communications system, corresponding to the high level timethreads pattern in Figure 2-4. A timethread that overlays an architectural diagram, identifies components that have responsibilities along the path. The act of drawing a timethread across components in a diagram like Figure 2-6 amounts to assigning responsibilities to the components for
converting causes into effects [16].

![Diagram of System 1 and System 2](image)

Figure 2-6: Basic Architecture for a Layered Communications System

The architecture diagram shows how the components operate together as a whole to accomplish the overall purposes of the system. A component is like a black box hiding many details. It is good to start the transformation from specification to design at this point. When timethreads are factored, the detailed structure of the components will become apparent.

There are three concepts used in timethread-with-architecture design, that is, teams, carriers, and workers [16]. A team is composed of carriers and workers. In relation to timethreads, its responsibility is to work like a team to advance a segment of a large-span timethread. As showed in Figure 2-6, component L is a team that carries a packet through the link layer to the physical layer. A carrier is an active entity responsible for carrying messages in a team. A worker is an entity responsible for doing detailed work in a team. The use of carriers and workers is hidden in Figure 2-6. Chapter 3 will illustrate these entities.
2.5 MLog Programming Language

MLog [32] [33] is a multitasking, object-oriented Prolog for which the primary application is prototyping embedded, concurrent systems. MLog combines three programming paradigms: (1) object-oriented programming (OOP) in a manner very similar to Smalltalk [26], (2) concurrent programming using rendezvous and asynchronous message-passing mechanisms for interprocess communications, and (3) logic programming based on the computational model of Prolog. The MLog environment provides tools for debugging and exploring prototype behavior [33].

2.5.1 OOPS in MLog

MLog supports the OOPS concepts of class hierarchies, such as object, class, and meta-class. Inheritance is the relationship among the classes. An object has state, behaviour, and identity; the structure and behaviour of similar objects are defined in their common class [10]. An instance of a class is an object, which is encapsulated as data and operational procedures on data. Additionally, MLog distinguishes objects as passive objects, which are sequential and for which there is no protection for mutual exclusion, and active objects, which are sequential and autonomous. MLog active objects represent large-grain communicating sequential processes. They are drawn as an actor in a MachineChart diagram. The basic execution units in MLog are objects, which can be created using the new method with a private copy of the declared instance variables and the methods of the class. The new method also determines the nature of the object, active or passive. When any active object is created, it automatically sends itself a begin/0 message; by default, this will cause the object to continuously accept a message and process it. Once an active object accepts a message, it queues all the other incoming messages while the message is processed. The other incoming messages are stored in the object’s message queue. The active object gets the next message from its message queue after finishing the previous message. If there is no message in the queue, it waits. Active objects have mutually exclusive access to their instance variables. Passive objects will execute only upon receipt of a message, and will not impose mutual exclusion on sender objects.

Code reusability is derived from the class notion combined with inheritance. MLog
uses a single inheritance scheme. A class inherits all of the methods and instance variable declarations of its superclass. A subclass may override the methods of a superclass, and add new methods, and provide new instance variable declarations. MLog inheritance when combined with its rendezvous mechanism provides a good facility for the nested rendezvous. This is discussed in chapter 4.

Unlike Smalltalk, elements in MLog such as symbols, numbers, and lists are not treated as objects, and MLog does not support class variables.

2.5.2 Concurrency in MLog

The creation of objects and the communication between objects supports concurrency in MLog. The semantics of message-passing depends on the type of target object. If the target is a passive object, sending a message is equivalent to a procedure call. If the target is an active object, then a rendezvous takes place. In this case, both the sender and the receiver must agree to communicate. If the target chooses not to communicate, then the sender has to wait for the rendezvous happens. Multiple messages from different senders to a given target are queued FIFO (First In First Out). A secondary form of interprocess communications is asynchronous message-passing in which the sender is not blocked.

MLog uses a message counter to simulate a clock rather than using a physical mechanism. That is, each time a message is passed to an active or passive object, the counter is incremented to represent another “clock tick”. Each build-in method counts for one tick. Users define how many ticks constitute one second in MLog. The smallest time resolution provided by MLog is one second corresponding to one clock tick. This mechanism poses difficulty for performing simulation since there is no way to get accurate times. The performance experiments based on the case study is limited to the examination of the execution overhead.

MLog contains two logical queues: (1) the application ready-to-run queue for active objects which belong to user’s application, and (2) the system ready-to-run queue for active system objects in MLog. The MLog virtual clock only counts for the execution of active objects in the application queue; the system active objects are ignored.
2.5.3 Prolog in MLog

Computation in MLog is based on the execution paradigm of conventional Prolog, where the methods are actually Prolog procedures, and message passing in MLog equates to solving goals in Prolog. If a failure occurs within a method body, then normal backtracking will take place, including exploration of alternate method clauses. If no method clause can succeed then the goal evaluation fails.

MLog’s backtrackable communications mechanism allows the message receiver to choose the “right” message using whatever information is present in the message and in the state of execution of the target object. In this way, the programmer simply has to declare the proper conditions for communication and the MLog search mechanism does the work.

Prolog programs have precise operational meaning. They are the logic consequences of the axioms [50]. The MLog computation model inherited from Prolog and its IPC declarative representation make the language powerful to represent a complex things in an abstract way. This power will be applied in Chapter 4 for executable timethreads.

All reference to variables except instance variables refer to the Prolog variables.

2.5.4 Prototyping Environment in MLog

The MLog prototyping language can be used to study the behavior of the systems to determine: (1) the validity of the design, (2) errors due to non-determinism, and (3) the appropriateness of modularization decisions. Also, rapid design prototyping encourages the exploration of design alternatives, which generally leads to a better final design choice [33].

The MLog development environment provides a framework for constructing the wide variety of tools and software to help in design prototyping. The DMLog debugger tool provides a three-level debugging model: interprocess communication level; class and object level; and method level. It addresses the concurrency, object-oriented, and logic programming aspects of an application. The ProtoTool is an operational prototyping environment that gives software developers execution control and feedback during the evaluation of concurrent system designs. The TimeLine Tool is a time line (execution thread) display tool that graphically illustrates the temporal order of concurrent system
events. The timeline display provides instant feedback to developers. Using ProtoTool, the application can be stopped, its time lines can be examined, and any necessary program or environment changes can be made. In the time line: (1) the vertical arrows denote active object creation and destruction, (2) the thin horizontal line shows an active object that is ready-to-run, (3) the thick horizontal line shows an active object is running, (4) the thin dashed line shows an active object blocked waiting for a message to be received, and (5) a thin vertical line below an active object’s activity time-line is used to show that other active objects are waiting to rendezvous with it. The graphical display is shown in Appendix A4.

Because of its features and availability, MLog is employed in this thesis to prototype the layered communication system, to implement the executable timethreads, to control the application’s execution thread, and to provide an experimental environment to examine the design.
This chapter presents the maintenance of concordance between performance and design by associating the activities in an activity diagram with an equivalent set of timethreads. The timethreads are used as a behavior reasoning and components discovering tool to help the design process, and in the end, it shows how the activities have been mapped to a design model (MachineCharts).

3.1 Behavior Reasoning with Timethreads

Using timethreads as a system behavior reasoning tool, the process starts from discovering end-to-end timethreads, then factors end-to-end timethreads into more detailed small-span timethreads, and then combines those smaller-span timethreads into large-span timethreads to represent the whole system behaviour.

Timethreads can be refined by substituting them with more detailed timethreads that convey conforming semantics. Specifically, any timethread represents a sequence of activities occurring in an architecture, thus any activity which is known to terminate can be replaced by another set of activities performing the function that are also known to terminate. Any other semantics, such as waiting places must also be preserved.

As an example, consider the simple timethreads model of the layered communications system in Figure 2-4. There are three timethreads organized by sequencing, spawning and triggering at a waiting place. A possible refinement of this system is shown in Figure 3-1,
where the black and medium grey timethreads have been decomposed into smaller timethreads. These timethreads are conforming as follows:

![Figure 3-1: Refinement #1 of Timethreads for Layered Communications System](image)

medium grey -- the first new timethread, slotted black is initiated from the arrival of a message at the physical layer, as before. It transfers this message to the link layer for processing, at which it spawns two timethreads at an AND-fork, and then itself terminates. The timethread, light grey, takes the packet and transfers it through the network layer to the end user -- this is unchanged from the earlier design. The second timethread, (new) medium grey, carries the acknowledgment back across the physical layer, through the channel, and into the sender side link layer. Thus, slotted black and new medium grey, when combined, exhibit the same behaviour as the original medium grey timethread; the
new timethreads constitute a simple refinement of the original timethread.

Black -- six smaller timethreads are refined: timethreads labelled 0 and 1 are the original timethread entering the network layer, getting a packet and passing this to the link layer for processing; timethreads 2 and 3/4 (3/4 is one timethread) are link layer processing, timethread 3/4 spawns the physical transmission timethread (dark grey), and waits for acknowledgment; timethreads 8 and 9 define new or more detailed activities that were not expressed in the original timethread -- they do not contradict it, they just add detail as follows:

*timethread* 7, triggered by black timethread 4, in conjunction with the acknowledgment thread (medium grey) represents a conditional timed wait, in which if the acknowledgment does not reach the link after some time period, then a timeout occurs. The original black timethread simply did not address this case as it considered only the case where the timeout did not occur.

*timethread* 8 represents the re-transmission of a timed-out frame. It did not appear on the original black timethread as the time-out case did not exist. It is connected by an Or-Join with the original timethread 2, so that a frame is sent if it is new, or if it is a re-transmission.

*timethread* 9 supports flow control of packet processing by the link layer. It was not present in the original black timethread as flow control was not considered. In this case, a successfully transmitted frame, should allow the processing of another packet; this is defined by the condition attached to the Or-Join with timethread 1 -- if there is room for a packet to be send, timethread 1 is chosen (and causes timethread 2 to start), otherwise it is not selected -- if there is no room and timethread 9 arrives at the Or-Join, then the waiting packet is processed (timethread 2 is started), otherwise timethread 9 terminates.

Timethreads in Figure 3-1 demonstrate the end-to-end behaviors of layered communications system spanning over three layer components. At this point, each end user only represents one role (either as a sender or a receiver).
3.2 Tracking Changes in Activity Diagram

The activity diagram in Figure 2-5 corresponds to the timethreads in Figure 2-4. After refining the timethreads shown in Figure 3-1, the activity diagram should illustrate the changes as well. The activity diagram shows the activities and their coordination, but does not place the activities in an architectural context; the timethreads model provides this, as well as describing the coordination.

Timethreads factoring actually corresponds to activities decomposition. Figure 3-2 is the refinement of Figure 2-5, which corresponds to the refinements of timethreads for the layered communication system shown in Figure 3-1. The labels on the timethreads are the activity boxes in Figure 3-2. The actual activities are defined below:

activity 0: transfer an outgoing message to the network layer for processing.
activity 1: look up the route, create a packet, and transfer the packet to the link layer.
activity 2: create outgoing data frames from an input packet.
activity 3: get a data frame for transmission (set sequence bits).
activity 4: set up the timer for re-transmission time-out.
activity 5: transmit the data frame over the physical media.
activity 6: receive a frame (an acknowledgment in this case) from the physical media.
activity 7: time out.
activity 8: invoke a retransmission.
activity 9: prepare to sent the next frame.
activity R0: assemble the frame at the receiver side.
activity R1: transfer an incoming frame to the link layer for processing.
activity R2: transfer an incoming packet to the Network layer, de-packetize it, and transfer to the host.
activity R3: create an acknowledgment frame and send over the physical media.
Comparing Figure 2-5 with Figure 3-2: activity a in Figure 2-5 is decomposed into four activities 0, 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 3-2; activity e is decomposed into three activities R0, R1, and R3; activity 5 is equivalent to activity b and activity R2 to activity d; activities 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are all represented by a large black dot (waiting place) in Figure 2-5 since there was no timeout mechanism introduced before.

Figure 3-2 in a sense is closer to the Petri Nets diagram shown in Figure 2-2. It represents the system behaviours and explicitly shows the ordering and causality of the activities. This provides a good model for performance evaluation based on design. Using the activities precedence relationships in Figure 3-2, performance analysis techniques can approximate the path response time and frequency.
3.3 Designing with Timethreads

The transformation from an analysis model to a design model is often a complex task. However, timethreads can be a very good tool to help walk through this process. Buhr summarizes the design processes with timethreads [16]: discover end-to-end timethreads and components (skeleton architecture); factor end-to-end timethreads and compound components; map timethreads to components in order to decide local responsibilities, overall controls, and collaborations; and design component logic. The previous sections have discussed using timethreads to discover end-to-end system behavior patterns and components. This section discusses how to propagate timethreads into a design process and how to decompose the compound components to map the timethreads so that the components can share the responsibilities for the timethreads execution.

3.3.1 Timethreads Design Reasoning

A further refinement of the timethread model overlays the acknowledgment and data reception activities into a single system (which is the real case). The simpler diagrams given so far (in Figure 2-4 and Figure 3-1) show these behaviors split over two systems, where actually both behaviors exist in each system. This refinement is shown in Figure 3-3, and includes the following changes (with respect to a transmitting system):

-- Timethread 15 carries data or acknowledgments and terminates in the physical layer; thus, the original timethread 6 was decomposed into a sequence of timethreads 6, 10, and 15.

-- Timethread 10 transfers the incoming frame to the link layer where it Or-Forks into timethreads 6 and 11; timethread 6 represents the acknowledgment frame and timethread 11 represents the incoming data. Thus, the original R1 timethread is now decomposed into timethreads 10 and 11 in sequence.

-- Timethread 11 reaches the incoming data And-Fork that creates timethreads 12 and 13. Timethread 12 represents the outgoing acknowledgment frame and transfers it to the physical layer; in the physical layer timethread 14 from the Or-Join, transfers the frames over the physical media. In this case, the original R3 timethread is decomposed into
timethreads 12 and 14.

-- Timethread 13 converts the data frame to a packet and transfers it to the network layer. Finally timethread 16 depacketizes the message and transfers it to the host. Thus, timethread R2 has been decomposed into two timethreads 13 and 16.

![Diagram of a layered communications system](image)

*Figure 3-3: Refinement #1 Overlaid of Timethreads for Layered communications System*

At this point the refinements to the timethread model are complete, however the activities from the activity diagram are no longer correlated with the activities on the timethread model. The performance view of the original activity diagram has been refined
in the new timethread model; in some cases activities have been only decomposed, but in
some cases they have been decomposed and factored into common activities. The changes
are summarized below:

activity R0: simply renamed to 15.
activity R1: decomposed into 10 and 11, where 10 is a factored activity.
activity 6: decomposed into 15,10, and 6, where 15 and 10 are factored activities.
activity R3: decomposed into 12 and 14, where 14 is a factored activity.
activity 5: decomposed into 5 and 14, where 14 is a factored activity.
activity R2: decomposed into 13 and 16.
The new (or refined) activities are described as follows:
activity 5: transfer the frame to the physical layer for transmission.
activity 6: process an acknowledgment frame that was received from the physical
layer.
activity 10: transfer an (acknowledgment or data) frame from the physical layer to the
link layer.
activity 11: process a data frame that was received from the physical layer.
activity 12: transfer an acknowledgment frame to the physical layer for transmission.
activity 13: transfer an incoming packet from the link layer to the network layer.
activity 14: transfer a frame over the physical media.
activity 15: assemble an incoming frame from the physical media.
activity 16: depacketize incoming packet and transfer message to the host.
Figure 3-4: Refinement of Activity Diagram for the Layered Communications System
Now, the performance modeler could change the activity diagram shown in Figure 3-4 so that it is again in one-to-one correspondence with the timethread model, or simply keep track of how the changes will affect the interpretation of the performance results, or how measurements from a prototype will need to be interpreted in the context of the performance model.

3.3.2 Components Discovery

The next stage of design is refining the architectural components by mapping the timethreads and activities to actors. Once this stage is complete, actor interconnections are added which represent those portions of timethreads that reside between actors. MachineCharts [12] is used here as a design visual notation that gives behavioral cues to help in understanding how components are intended to operate and cooperate. The actor allocation is illustrated in Figure 3-5. The mapping process has resulted in the following assignments:

- activities 0 and 16 are allocated to the network layer task;
- activity 1 is allocated to the network-to-link layer transporter actor;
- activity 13 is allocated to the link-to-network layer transporter actor;
- activities 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9 are allocated to the TX actor in the link layer;
- activities 6, 11 and the Or-Fork for incoming frames are allocated to the LinkMgr actor;
- activities 14 and the Or-Join are allocated to actor 14 in the physical layer for sending frame to the channel;
- activity 15 is allocated to actor 15 in the physical layer for receiving frame from the channel.
- activity 12 and the And-Fork for data frame processing are allocated to the RX actor in the link layer.
As can be seen, timethreads 1, 10, and 13 are the threads responsible for carrying messages from one component to another. Thus, three carrier actors 1, 10, and 13 are assigned. Actors TX, RX, and LinkMgr are workers which team up together with carrier 13 to perform the functions of the link layer. Actor 0/16 is a worker (a network layer engine) which combine carrier 1 to carry out the functions of the network layer. Actors 14 and 15 are also workers together with carrier 10 to achieve the functions of the physical layer.
3.3.3 Design Component Collaborations

The next design stage is to add the interconnections. The resulting design is shown in Figure 3-6. The various fingers, gates, and waiting conditions are added to enforce the timethread semantics as follows:

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3-6: MachineCharts Design of Layered Communications System

The Transporter actor for activity 1 blocks when there is no outgoing packet from the network layer UserMgr actor; this is analogous to waiting for the trigger from the preceding
timethread.

The Transporter actor for activity 1 blocks at the TX actor in the link layer when there is no room for incoming packets and thus satisfies the Or-Join of activities 1, 2, and 9. Activity 9 controls the blocking of the Transporter actor by altering the waiting condition.

The Transporter actor for activity 13 blocks at the RX actor in the link layer when there are no outgoing packets to the network layer; this corresponds to the timethread waiting at the And-Fork.

The LinkMgr actor directly invokes either the TX or RX actors whenever a frame arrives. As each frame is either an acknowledgment or a data frame, each timethread of the Or-Fork is accommodated by exclusive-or treatment by the LinkMgr; furthermore, incoming frames cannot trigger the Or-Fork unless the previous frame has been handled; messages to the LinkMgr actor are queued while it is engaged in other processing.

The TX and RX actors start the timethreads of activities 5 and 12, respectively, when outgoing frames are present. These timethreads invoke a common gate in PhyDown actor of the physical layer to implement the Or-Join.

The Transporter actor for activity 10 is invoked when the PhyUp actor in physical layer receives an incoming frame. The Transporter waits at the gate of PhyUp actor until a frame arrives, thus it correctly implements the start of its timethread. When the LinkMgr actor is ready to process another incoming frame, it accepts the message from the Transporter actor, and then invokes one of the two outgoing timethreads of its Or-Fork. The detailed design of the TX actor is presented in Figure 3-7. Timethreads arrive at TX via gates: one representing incoming packets from the network layer and the other representing incoming acknowledgment frames that have been sorted by the LinkMgr actor. These timethreads are serialized by the TX engine through the pull on the gates and processed. All timethreads that arise from an incoming packet are processed in sequence: (a) the packet is converted into (one or more) data frames for transmission (activity 2 -- this occurs in a gate); (b) a data frame is selected for transmission and a sequence bit is set (activity 3 -- this occurs in a button “sendData”); (c) the data frame is transferred to the physical layer for transmission (activity 5 -- this is invoked from the button “sendData”); (d) the timer on
transmission is enabled (activity 4 -- this occurs in the “timer object”, which may be realized in a variety of ways in actual implementations); (e) the acknowledgment (activity 6 -- which invokes a gate) or timeout (activity 7 -- caused by the “timer object”) is processed; and (f) a retransmission occurs (activity 8 -- in the actor engine) or new transmission is started (activity 9 -- handled in a gate). With this mapping of activities to design objects, the performance model can locate the activities in the detailed design space.

The timer object can be represented as an actor (named tickTask) as well. The explicit relationship between tickTask and TX is shown in Figure 3-8. In this implementation, the TX engine controls three gates: putPacket, putAckFrame, and timeOut.

When activity 1 invokes gate putPacket, the engine will pull the gate and check if there is room in the buffer for the packet. If there is room, activity 2 is performed, and if TX is not at “ackWait” status, the new transmission will start, that is, activity 3 and 5 will execute. Meanwhile, activity 4 will execute as well, which invokes gate startTimer of TickTask. The TX status is set to “ackWait”.

Figure 3-7: Detailed Design of Task TX
When activity 6 invokes gate putAckFrame, the engine will pull the gate and check the sequence bit. If it is correct, activity 9 is performed, which invokes the gate stopTimer of TickTask and sets TX status to "establish", indicating that it is ready for a new transmission. At this point, if there is a data frame in the buffer waiting for transmission, the new transmission will start.

When a timeout occurs, activity 7 invokes the gate timeOut. The TX engine will pull the gate and retransmit the data frame; thus, activities 3, 5 and 4 will execute again.

3.3.4 Controlthreads Reasoning

Controlthreads [17] represent the final refinement of the timethread model as they define the explicit changes of control activities in a design object, where the controlthread is limited to the execution scope of a single object; i.e., a controlthread is equivalent to a "thread of control". The documentation of a controlthread is the same as a timethread with the exception of the different starting place annotation, as shown in Figure 3-9. As can be seen from Figure 3-9, recording a controlthread with the conventional timethread notation can lead to a cluttered diagram, thus a timeline notation [17] is used instead to state the same information, one timeline for each design object. This displays the time-driven interactions among the objects, at the expense of not showing physical interconnections. The start of the
controlthread is shown at the top of the timeline diagram, and each transfer of control between design objects is shown by vertical movement between the lines representing each of the design objects. Horizontal movements along a timethread show the execution of activities.

![Timethread Diagram](image-url)

The actual controlthread for the TX actor is depicted in Figure 3-10. The activities associated with an actor are either associated with specific design objects (such as the gates, button, or timer) or with segments of the engine's timeline. Synchronization with external controlthreads is shown by the annotated solid circles with intersecting lines — those with small arrows leading to a timeline define triggering controlthreads, and those that touch timelines are triggered controlthreads. The controlthreads cannot express parallelism (with the exception of timers) as they define a single thread of control, thus different scenarios of execution must be shown explicitly. For example, the timeline of Figure 3-10 shows two scenarios: a timeout occurs, followed by a retransmission, and then a successful acknowledgment received. For the performance modeler, the controlthreads show the exact start and end of activities by allowing the designer to identify when control is transferred.
to and from an activity.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3-10: Controlthread Behaviour for TX Task

3.4 Module Design and Activities Mapping

By completing the timethread development process (detailed design and controlthreads) for the other tasks, the activities from the original activity diagram of Figure 3-4 can be mapped to the design objects, including their invocation and completion points within the design. This is shown in Table 3-1 using the remaining detailed design shown in Figure 3-11.
Figure 3-11: Completed Design
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Design Object</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>Stop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>UserMgr</td>
<td>Host calls gate UserTxTo to sent packets</td>
<td>messages are stored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>userTransporter</td>
<td>triggers gate User.getFor to get a packet</td>
<td>carries the packet to L, returns from TX.putPacket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>Tx engine accepts the packet from gate TX.putPacket, if possible</td>
<td>stores the packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>Tx engine takes a data frame, sets the sequence bit</td>
<td>triggers activities 4 and 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>TX engine triggers gate tickTask.startTimer</td>
<td>waiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>TX engine sends frame to P through gate rxFromLink</td>
<td>returns from PhyDown.send-Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>LinkMgr</td>
<td>checks frame, and calls TX.putAckFrame</td>
<td>call accepted on TX.putAckFrame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>tickTask</td>
<td>timeout occurs</td>
<td>triggers gate TX.timeOut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>TX engine receives timeout message from TX.timeOut</td>
<td>ready for retransmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>TX engine receives Ack from TX.putAckFrame</td>
<td>ready for new transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>frameTransporter</td>
<td>triggers gate PhyUp.read to get a frame</td>
<td>carries the frame to L, returns from LinkMgr.putFrame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>LinkMgr</td>
<td>checks frame, and calls RX.putDataFrame</td>
<td>call accepted on RX.putDataFrame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>RX</td>
<td>sends an Ack to P through gate rxFromLink</td>
<td>returns from PhyDown.send-Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>packetTransporter</td>
<td>triggers gate RX.getPacket to get a packet</td>
<td>carries the packet to N, ends at UserMgr.putFrom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>PhyDown</td>
<td>receives frame from gate PhyDown.sendDown</td>
<td>sends to channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>PhyUp</td>
<td>receives frame from channel</td>
<td>stores frame through gate PhyUp.write</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-1: Mapping between activities and modules
Using this table, a performance engineer can now instrument a prototype for performance experiments and then correlate the results with the performance model based on the activity diagram. The experiments, based on paths through the activity diagram, can be mapped to specific points on the design for data injection and measurement probes. Thus, the timethread approach has provided a mechanism (albeit manual) for linking the performance model with the design model.

For example, the average waiting time that a packet spends between arriving at the buffer of the network layer and getting into the buffer of the link layer is the time between the end of activity 0 and the end of activity 2. This can be calculated by inserting a probe at these two points of the program. The performance model and design model are connected in such a simple way which eases the performance testing.
4

Executable Timethreads

This chapter introduces the technique of using a programming model of executable timethreads to control an application (design) model, and thus mechanically recording the concordance through the formality of a programming language (MLog). Section 4.1 discusses the environment and semantics of the MLog prototyping language. Section 4.2 introduces the main idea of executable timethreads. The executable timethreads programming model and control model are demonstrated in sections 4.3 to 4.5.

4.1 Programming Environment for Executable Timethreads

Prototyping executable timethreads is part of a process of prototyping executable specification and design. It provides a means of increasing the probability that the output of the specification phase are the requirements desired by users and that the requirements are feasible. It also ensures that the design correctly implements the requirements and is sound, so that the output of the coding phase will faithfully reproduces the system’s requirements and design [55]. Moreover, it ensures testability of the performance requirements and traceability of the performance requirements to the design [2].

MLog is used in the thesis as a programming environment since it has an efficient declarative computation model, a highly abstract structure, and the ability to express concurrency. MLog can express timethreads in a textual way and the relationships and constraints among timethreads can be defined explicitly. The activities along a timethread can be presented as operational methods (which can be viewed as Prolog procedures, or OOPS methods). Each timethread can be created as an active object. The timethreads can
communicate with other objects in the system, and compete for system resources.

MLog supports a declarative inter-process communication mechanism. Synchronous communication in MLog uses the rendezvous. In a rendezvous, the sender object must send a message and wait until it is processed by a target object; the target object must decide when to accept messages from a sender, and then given that a message can be accepted, the target will process the message. A first in, first out queue of messages is used to buffer incoming messages that cannot be processed by a target object.

When an object wishes to send a message, it specifies the message pattern in either an object identifier followed by a "-" and a message body, or just a message body. In the latter case, the object identifier is assumed to have been self; i.e., the object that sent the message. When an object wishes to accept a message, it specifies a message pattern in one of two ways: (1) its method name, and arguments, meaning a specific message, or (2) a single uninstantiated variable, meaning any message.

A rendezvous receive operation is performed when a target object sends a waitToAccept/I message to itself. Starting with the first message in the message queue, the waitToAccept/I method applies the two steps of an MLog rendezvous: eligibility and evaluation [32]. Evaluations occurs only if eligibility is successful and both steps must be successful for a message to be accepted and for waitToAccept/I to terminate successfully.

To pass the eligibility step, an incoming message must unify with the pattern defined in the waitToAccept/I argument. Once this unification has succeeded, the method specified in the message is invoked by the target object, and the evaluation step begins.

In the evaluation step, the method head is unified with the result of the eligibility step and the corresponding method body is evaluated. If this is successful, then both active objects resume execution with the unification of arguments resulting from the two rendezvous steps; that is, the sender's message "succeeds", the sender continues to the next message with the resulting unifications, the target's message waitToAccept/I succeeds with the resulting unifications, and the target continues execution. If a failure occurs within a method body, then normal backtracking will take place, including exploration of alternate
method clauses (as appropriate). If no method clause can succeed then the evaluation step fails.

If either eligibility or evaluation fails, MLog leaves the message in its queue position and tries the next message in the queue. If no message is successful then the target object waits until a new message arrives. Figure 4-2 shows the steps of an MLog rendezvous.

![Figure 4-1: The MLog Rendezvous](image)

MLog's backtrackable communications mechanism allows the message receiver to choose the "right" message using whatever information is present in the message and in the state of execution of the target object. In this way, the programmer simply has to declare the proper conditions for communication and the MLog search mechanism does the work.

MLog has the flexibility to let application objects select one of two types of ready-to-run queues: the system queue and the application queue. This helps the performance evaluation for the timethread model. The system queue holds system objects which are ready to run. If the object at the front of the system queue has the same priority as the application object chosen to run, the system object will be selected to execute [32]. System objects cannot be interrupted and do not consume "time" (i.e. the MLog clock does not run while system objects execute). The application queue is used to queue the active application objects that are ready to run. The "time" concept applies to the application processes; i.e.,
times-out can happen to an application process and the MLog clock ticks as application object execute. The distinction between system objects suppressing the clock and application objects enabling the clock, is used when timethreads are controlling the actual prototype; i.e., the timethreads run as system objects and do not introduce time overhead and the prototype objects execute as application objects and cause time to elapse.

4.2 Introduction to Executable Timethreads

Executable timethreads represent a programming mechanism for developing timethread models, studying them, and binding them to design models. This constitutes an alternative approach to the manual technique described in the previous chapter. The generalized model of the programming environment is shown in Figure 4-2 and is based on the MLog programming language [32] [33].

The environment is composed of three types of objects: timethread objects, control objects, and application objects. The timethread objects represent instances of timethreads, thus in principle, each is capable of autonomous behaviour, and communicates with other timethreads via synchronous message passing in order to implement the timethread synchronization mechanisms. The application objects are the actual concurrent entities in the design model; i.e., they are the actors. They can define the actual design, or merely components of a design in progress (e.g., activities), that have yet to be composed into a final design. The control objects exercise control over the message reception of the application objects; i.e., which messages can be accepted and in what order. There is one control object for each application active object. A control object affects the behaviour of an application object through an indirect nested rendezvous that occurs between the application object and its peer control object every time the application object invokes a receive operation.
Timethreads sequence the behaviour of activities in application objects by sending appropriate messages to the corresponding control objects. Multiple timethreads compete to control the application objects, where permitted by the timethread semantics. This is done by messages from different timethreads to the same control object. Where competition exists, messages are processed first-come first-serve. However, at some point, timethreads cannot control the execution of application objects; i.e., in the time out scenario. This is discussed in detail later in sections 4.5 and 5.3.

For the performance modeler, this approach has two main uses. First, if only the executable timethreads are used, and the application objects are either not used, or do not as yet exist, experiments can be conducted on the timethread model to explore interaction among timethreads and to gain a better understanding of the impact of design choices. Second, once the application objects are integrated, the timethreads will explicitly represent and in fact control the execution of activities. In this manner it is easy to track the start of
activities (and possibly the end of activities) for use in instrumentation for experiments. The cost of this control can be substantial, thus it is limited for the moment to those activities that are initiated from a message to an actor (a push). Unavoidably, timethreads that are completely hidden within an actor are not revealed using the suggested implementation. It is possible to control such intra-actor timethreads, but inefficient to do, in general.

4.3 Executable Timethreads Programming Model

As discussed in the previous chapters, "Timethreads" is a visual notation for describing system behaviour scenarios, which are used to do requirements analysis and preliminary design. To implement the timethreads execution in a programming model is to emulate the behaviour of a system at an abstract level. Thus, the requirements can be operationally validated in the early stage and the contention among the timethreads can be explored which help the designer to gain a better understanding of the impact of design choices. This process advocates executable specification.

A timethread represents a part of the system behaviour. A scenario of the behaviour can be viewed as an instance of the timethread. The autonomous execution unit in MLog is an active object. Timethreads are defined as timethread class objects in MLog. Hence, an instance of a timethread is an active object of the timethread class which is created using the MLog new13 method. Thus, each timethread object is capable of autonomous behaviour, and communicates with other timethreads via synchronous message passing. MLog can explicitly express the synchronizations between the timethreads. The MLog runtime system provides processor-sharing for all of the active objects. Multiple timethreads objects exist as the concurrent timethreads, thus they compete for and share the system resources.

The activities along the timethread can be discovered through the software development process. The activities are attached to the timethread object as an instance variable list when the timethread object is created. The activities can be decomposed as design progresses. Finally, each activity corresponds to a function or a section of the real program implementation. A timethread can cover a large span of control of the activities or
can be decomposed into a several of small timethreads, where each timethread controls a few activities.

The rest of this section discusses the executable timethreads description in MLog for different kinds of timethread scenarios such as concurrent timethreads, sequences of timethreads, spawning timethreads, And-Join/Fork timethreads, Or-Join/fork timethreads, trigger and waiting on a timer. Note that activities are shown as messages in an MLog method clause rather than in a list as mentioned earlier. The explicit representation as messages is simpler to illustrate the timethread semantics, however it is replaced later with a list and an activity interpreter.

The following is a timethread initialization description in MLog. The function of the program is to create the instance timethread objects a and b. Suppose the timethread a has two activities: activity1 and activity2; the timethread b has one activity: activity3.

class: main of object.
begin :-
    threadA-new(a,active,[[]]),
    threadB-new(b,active,[[]]).

Figure 4-3 shows the MLog implementation of the timethread threadA and threadB. The instance object a of threadA and the instance object b of threadB are running in the system concurrently.
Figure 4-4 shows the sequences of timethread a and timethread b. Upon termination of timethread a, timethread b is initiated. It is implemented by sending a message from object a to object b.

![Diagram of sequences of Timethreads]

Figure 4-4: Sequences of Timethreads

Figure 4-5 shows the spawning of timethreads. The timethread b is spawned as an activity along the path of timethread a. The implementation of this case is also through the message passing.

![Diagram of spawning Timethreads]

Figure 4-5: Spawning Timethreads

The following program creates the timethread objects a, b and c. Suppose that the timethread a has two activities: activity1 and activity2. The timethreads b and c each have one activity activity3 and activity4, respectively.

```prolog
class: main of object.
begins:
    threadA:-new(a,active,[]),
```

threadB-new(b.active,[1]).
threadC-new(c.active,[1]).

Figure 4-6 shows the And-Join timethreads. Timethread a and b run concurrently and terminate at a point that initiates the timethread c. The condition here is that both timethread a and b have to finish before timethread c starts. It is implemented by sending message to timethread c after timethread a and b finish their work, and timethread c waits for both messages from a and b before starting its execution.

class: threadA of object.
ivars: [].
methods: class.
methods: instance.
begin :-
    activity1,
    activity2,
    c-messageA.

class: threadB of object.
ivars: [].
methods: class.
methods: instance.
begin :-
    activity3,
    c-messageB.

class: threadC of object.
ivars: [].
methods: class.
methods: instance.
begin :-
    waitToAccept(X),
    activity4.
messageA:-
    waitToAccept(messageB).
messagexB:-
    waitToAccept(messageA).

Figure 4-6: And-Join Timethreads
Figure 4-7 demonstrates And-Fork timethreads. Upon termination of timethread a, timethreads b and c are initiated. It is implemented by sending messages to timethreads b and c from timethread a.

```prolog
class: threadA of object.
ivars: [].
methods: class.
methods: instance.
begin :-
  activity1.
  activity2.
  b-messageA.
  c-messageA.

class: threadB of object.
ivars: [].
methods: class.
methods: instance.
begin :-
  waitToAccept(messageA).
  activity3.

class: threadC of object.
ivars: [].
methods: class.
methods: instance.
begin :-
  waitToAccept(messageA).
  activity4.
```

Figure 4-7: And-Fork Timethreads
Figure 4-8 shows the Or-Join timethreads. Upon termination of one of timethreads a and b, the timethread c is initiated. It is implemented by letting timethread c receive a message either from timethread a or timethread b. As long as timethread c gets the message from a or b, it starts its execution.

```
class: threadA of object.  
ivars: [].  
methods: class.  
methods: instance.  
begin :-  
  activity1,  
  activity2,  
  c-messageA.
```

```
class: threadB of object.  
ivars: [].  
methods: class.  
methods: instance.  
begin :-  
  activity3,  
  c-messageB.
```

```
class: threadC of object.  
ivars: [].  
methods: class.  
methods: instance.  
begin :-  
  waitToAccept(X),  
  activity4.  
messageA.  
messageB.
```

Figure 4-8: Or-Join Timethreads
Figure 4-9 shows the Or-Fork timethreads. Upon termination of timethread a, exactly one of timethreads b and c will be initiated. The termination condition decides whether to invoke timethread b or timethread c. In this implementation, it assumes that if activity1 is executed, it then initiates timethread b; if activity2 is executed, it then initiates timethread c.

```
class: threadA of object.
ivars: [].
methods: class.
methods: instance.
begin :-
    condition(X).
    condition(activity1) :-
        b-messageA.
    condition(activity2) :-
        c-messageA.
```

```
class: threadB of object.
ivars: [].
methods: class.
methods: instance.
begin :-
    waitToAccept(messageA),
    activity3.
```

```
class: threadC of object.
ivars: [].
methods: class.
methods: instance.
begin :-
    waitToAccept(messageA),
    activity4.
```

Figure 4-9: Or-Fork Timethreads
Figure 4-10 shows trigger timethreads. The timethread b triggers another timethread a that is suspended at a waiting place (a large dark dot) which represents a location along the path where one timethread must synchronize with another timethread. It is implemented by the message passing mechanism.

```plaintext
class: threadA of object.
ivars: [].
methods: class.
methods: instance.
begin : -
    activity11,
    waitForAccept(messageB),
    activity2.

class: threadB of object.
ivars: [].
methods: class.
methods: instance.
begin : -
    activity3,
    a-messageB,
    ...
```

Figure 4-10: Trigger Timethreads

To illustrate the case of a timer thread, the main program creates two active objects, one is timethread a, the other one is timer.

```plaintext
class: main of object.
begin : -
    threadA-new(a, active, []).
    thread-new(timer, active, []).
```
The `timer` thread is initiated as an activity along the path of the timethread `a`. The `timer` thread starts with a timer object and performs the timer thread behaviour when an elapsed time period has passed. The implementation is shown in Figure 4-11. When the Timer starts, it is either stopped by another timethread or times-out (invokes the `timeOut` method).

The following `main` program creates three active objects: the timethread `a` object, the timethread `b` object, and the `timer` object.

```prolog
class: main object.
begin :-
    threadA-new(a, active, []).
    threadB-new(b, active, []).
    thread-new(timer, active, []).
```

Figure 4-12 shows conditional timed wait timethreads. Timethread `a` triggers `timer` thread and then waits at an Or-Join position for either the termination of `timer` thread, or the termination of timethread `b`. Actually, timethread `b` and `timer` thread compete and the result affects the execution of timethread `a`. If timethread `a` is triggered by the timethread `b`, it will do `activity2`. If timethread `a` is invoked by the `timer` thread, it will do `timeout_handler`.

```
begin :-
    waitToAccept(startTimer).
    waitToAccept(stopTimer, relative, [0.0.5], Duration, timeOut, Result).
    startTimer.
    stopTimer.
    timeOut :-
    timeout_handler.
```
In the real implementation of executable timethreads, the activities of a timethread are stored in an activity list represented as an instance variable in MLog. The activity list records all the activities and their order. The instance variable name for the activity list is called `activity`. There is another instance variable `numOfActs` that represents the number of activities in a timethread. A thread interpreter gets an element of the activity list and translates it into an operation. The interpreter program is shown below. It provides the operations on the list and interpretes any element of the list as an activity operation. The
mainControl function loops to get all the activities in the list.

begin :-
    theValueOf(numOfActs,NumOfActs).
    mainControl(0,NumOfActs).

mainControl(Y,Y).
mainControl(Y,Z) :-
    getAt(L,Y),
    getAt(Felmt,0,0,L),
    deleteFrom(Felmt,L,NewL),
    doDecision(Felmt,NewL),
    Index is Y + 1,
    mainControl(Index,Z).

doDecision(doJobL) :-
    getAt(Msg,0,0,JobL),
    deleteFrom(Msg,JobL,LL),
    Msg.

doDecision(sendJobL) :-
    getAt(Msg,0,0,JobL),
    deleteFrom(Msg,JobL,LL),
    getAt(Info,0,0,LL),
    Msg-send(Info).

doDecision(receiveJobL) :-
    getAt(Msg,0,0,JobL),
    deleteFrom(Msg,JobL,LL),
    waitToAccept(send(Msg)).

deleteFrom(Elmt,[ElmtT],T),
deleteFrom(Elmt,[HIT1],[HIT2]) :-
    deleteFrom(Elmt,T1,T2).

getAt(Elmt,Position) :-
    theValueOf(activity,Activity),
    getAt(Elmt,0,Position,Activity).

getAt([],X,X,[]).

getAt(Elmt,X,X,[Elmt_]).

getAt(Elmt,X,Y,[HIT]) :-
    NewX is X + 1,
    getAt(Elmt,NewX,Y,T).

Basically, there are three kinds of activities: do, send, and receive. The do activity is the work that a timethread does along the path. The send and receive activities are the communication operations among the timethreads. The do activity plays the worker role
in a timethread; the send and receive activities play a carrier role.

The Producer-Consumer problem is used in this chapter as an simple example to
demonstrate the concept of executable timethread programming model. In the Producer-
Consumer problem, a producer generates items that must be consumed by an autonomous
consumer. A shared FIFO buffer is used to exchange items. The timethreads diagram for
the Producer-Consumer problem is illustrated in Figure 4-13. There are three timethreads:
producerthread with two activities, consumerthread with two activities and
commonthread with two activities as well. The producerthread generates items and
stores them into a shared buffer. The consumerthread retrieves items from the shared
buffer and consumes them. There could be multiple producers and consumers timethreads
existing at the same time. They compete for the limited resource “shared buffer”. The
commonthread waits for producerthread or consumerthread to trigger it. Then, it
performs the “store” function or the “retrieve” function and goes back to the waiting state.
This provides the mutually exclusive access to the shared buffer.

![Diagram of Producer-Consumer Timethreads](image)

The MLog version of the executable timethread description is shown below. The
producerthread first generates an item, and then passes this item to the commonthread.
These two activities are kept in the producerthread’s activity list. The consumerthread
first requests an item to the commonthread, and then consumes it. The two activities are
kept in the consumerthread's activity list. The commonthread is triggered by either
producerthread or consumerthread. If the commonthread receives a message from a
producerthread, it performs store(Item) function. Otherwise, it does retrieve(Item). The commonthread maintains a private buffer.

class: main of object.
begin :-
  thread-new(pt.active,[activity=([do.produce(_)],send.common,...,numOfActs=2)]).
  thread-new(ct.active,[activity=([send.common.retrieve(_)],do.consume(_)),numOfActs=2]).
  thread-new(common.active,[activity=([receive(_)],numOfActs=1)]).

class: thread of object.
ivars: [activity=[],numOfActs,myBuffer=Q/Q].
methods: class.
methods: instance.
begin :-
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
  % interpreter code shown earlier %
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
  send(store(_)) :-
    the.ValueOf(myBuffer,B),
    enqueueDifferenceList(DATA,B,B2),
    makeTheValueOf(myBuffer,B2).
  send(retrieve(_)) :-
    size(S),S > 0,
    the.ValueOf(myBuffer,B),
    dequeueDifferenceList(DATA,B,B2),
    makeTheValueOf(myBuffer,B2).
  size(S) :-
    the.ValueOf(myBuffer,B/[]),
    listLength(B,S).
    enqueueDifferenceList(X,Q/[XIT],Q/T).
    dequeueDifferenceList(X,[XIT]/T2,T/T2).
    send().
    produce(_).
    consume(_).

The main program creates three active timethreads objects; they are pt, ct, and common. The produce( ) and consume( ) activities are considered as do activities. The request to store( ) and retrieve( ) activities to the common are considered as send activity, which send a request to the common to store or retrieve an item. The common
object always performs the receive operation, and then based on the message it receives to do store(_) or retrieve(_). The detailed implementations of produce(_), consume(_), store(_), and retrieve(_) are not important. The executable timethreads emphasize the coordination of the timethreads; i.e., how the producer timethreads and consumer timethreads interact with the common timethread. The producer timethread and consumer timethread compete for communicating with the common timethread.

Figure 4-14: TimeLine Tool output for the Producer-Consumer Timethreads

Figure 4-14 shows the TimeLine Tool output for the execution of Producer-Consumer timethreads. The graphical notation is explained in Appendix A4 and [32]. Figure 4-14 shows the execution time lines of the four objects in 12 seconds. The main object initiates a producerthread - pt, a consumerthread - ct, and a commonthread - common. After that, the main object terminates; the pt, ct, and common objects are ready to run. The pt object
starts running first to produce an item and then sends a message \texttt{store(\_)} to \texttt{commont} object that waits for the interaction with \texttt{commont}. The \texttt{ct} object gets a chance to run. It sends a message to \texttt{commont} to retrieve an item and then waits for the interaction with \texttt{commont}. Finally, the \texttt{commont} object starts running. It first processes the message \texttt{store(\_)} and then releases the \texttt{pt} object. Now \texttt{pt} object is ready to run. The \texttt{commont} object continues to process the \texttt{retrieve(\_)} message and releases the \texttt{ct} object as well. After the \texttt{commont} object finishes its operations, the \texttt{pt} and then \texttt{ct} get their fair chance to run again. The executable timethreads model can be used to analyze the system performance characteristics, such as buffer size. For example, if the producer generates the items more than the consumer needs, the buffer will overflow; if the items the producer generated cannot meet the consumer’s need, the buffer might be frequently empty. These problems can be examined before the final design and the implementation. The execution speed of the timethreads can be simulated by inserting some time delay.

4.4 Proto-Control Model

The proto-control model defines control objects that exercise control over the message reception of the application objects. When control objects and application objects stand alone, this model can be used as a monitoring tool to record the execution sequences. When used with timethreads, the timethreads sequence the behaviour of activities in application objects by sending appropriate messages to the control objects. This can be used as a testing tool or for performance experiments.

The technique used in the proto-control model is based on the class inheritance hierarchy structure and the nested rendezvous mechanism. For each active object, there is a corresponding control object created by redefining the class method \texttt{new!3} in its parent class \texttt{protoObject}. Figure 4-15 shows the class inheritance hierarchy. Application class is a subclass of \texttt{protoObject} class, and the \texttt{protoObject} class is a subclass of \texttt{object}. Each subclass inherits methods and instance variables from its parent classes. It can also redefine or add methods and instance variables to its class.
The nested rendezvous mechanism is achieved by redefining the instance method `waitToAccept()` in class `protoObject`. Each time an application object invokes a receive operation, it must first wait for its control object to send a message. This message controls the application object by determining which messages can be received from other objects. The nested rendezvous mechanism is shown in Figure 4-16.
The `waitToAccept(X)` method in the application object is redefined in its parent class `protoObject`. When executed by the application object, `waitToAccept(X)` invokes `waitToAccept(waitToAcceptControl(X))`. Now program control moves to its control object since only the control objects can send a `waitToAcceptControl(Msg)` message. After receiving the message from the control object, the `waitToAccept(X)` method invokes the `super-waitToAccept(X)` method which is the regular `waitToAccept(X)` method with the instantiated value `msg` for `X`. This achieves the message control mechanism through the control objects.

The MLog programming model is demonstrated in `protoObject class` and `protoControl class`. The `protoToolManager object` records the execution sequences. Whenever a control object is resumed, it reports to the protoToolManager who keeps track of activity. The implementation of the Proto-Control programming model in MLog are in `protoObject class` and `protoControl class`.

```plaintext
class: protoTool of object.
methods: class.
initialize :-
    new(protoToolManager,active,[1]).
methods: instance.
begin :-
    mainConsole-(write("*** ProtoTool Trace Active ***").nl(2)).
    repeat,
    waitToAccept(reportMessage(ControlId,ProxyId,Message)),
    fail.

reportMessage(ControlId,ProxyId,Message) :-
    mainConsole-(write(ControlId),writeSpaces(3),write(ProxyId),
        writeSpaces(3),writeIn(Message)).

class: protoControl of object.
ivars: [proxyObject].
begin :-
    myself(MyId),
    theValueOf(proxyObject,ProxyId),
    repeat,
    processMessage(MyId,ProxyId),
    fail.

processMessage(MyId,ProxyId) :-
```

The code snippet above demonstrates the implementation of the Proto-Control programming model in MLog, showing how control objects interact with the main console and how messages are handled through the `waitToAccept` method.
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ProxyId-waitToAcceptControl(Message),
protoToolManager-reportMessage(MyId,ProxyId,Message).

class: protoObject of object.
methods: class.
new(X,active,Y) :-
super-new(X,active,Y),
protoControl-new(Z,active,[proxyObject=X]),
mainConsole-(write("active object create! "),write(X),
write("control object create! "),writeIn(Z)).

new(X,passive,Y) :-
super-new(X,passive,Y).
methods: instance.
waitToAccept(X) :-
super-waitToAccept(waitToAcceptControl(X)).
waitToAcceptControl(X) :-
super-waitToAccept(X).

The above model provides the basic functions for the control process. Since the purpose of control object is to control the system run-time execution; it is not necessary to control the execution of system initialization. Thus, the control object must have the ability to distinguish the system initialization stage and execution stage. The methods in protoControl object have been modified as follow.

class: protoControl of object.
ivars:[proxyObject].
begin :-
  myself(MyId),
  theValueOf(proxyObject,ProxyId),
  protoNames-regist(ProxyId,MyId),
  phaseInit(MyId,ProxyId),
  repeat,
  processMessage(MyId,ProxyId),
  fail.

phaseInit(MyId,ProxyId) :-
  repeat.
  ProxyId-waitToAcceptControl(Message,P),
  protoToolManager-reportMessage(MyId,ProxyId,Message),
  Message == init.

processMessage(MyId,ProxyId) :-
ProxyId-waitToAcceptControl(Message,X),
protoToolManager-reportMessage(MyId,ProxyId,Message).

For each active object, after it finishes its initialization process, it sends a message to its ProtoObject to inform its initialization is done. Thus, the control object can proceed to the next procedure which enables execution control of the object.

MLog provides the timed receiver operation waitToAccept/6. This interaction should also be controlled by the control object, therefore, the instance method waitToAccept/6 needs to be redefined in class protoObject so that the protoControl object can handle the timed receiver operations. The modification of the program model is as follows and the complete Proto-Control program is provided in Appendix A5.

class: protoObject of object.
methods: class.
new(X,active,Y) :-
    super-new(X,active,Y),
    protoControl-new(Z,active,[proxyObject=X]),
    mainConsole-(write("active object create! "),write(X),
                  write("control object create! "),writeIn(Z)).

new(Z,passive,Y) :-
    super-new(X,passive,Y).

methods: instance.
initDone :-
    waitToAccept(init).
waitToAccept(X) :-
    super-waitToAccept(waitToAcceptControl(X,[])).

waitToAccept(Message,A,B,C,D,E) :-
    super-waitToAccept(waitToAcceptControl(Message","A,B,C,D,E").

waitToAcceptControl(X,_) :-
    X isA nonvar,
    X == init.

waitToAcceptControl(X,[]) :-
    super-waitToAccept(X).

waitToAcceptControl(X,[A,B,C,D,E]) :-
    super-waitToAccept(X,A,B,C,D,E).
Figure 4-17 shows the Producer-Consumer timethreads overlaid on the architecture diagram. There are three kinds of objects: Producer objects (instances of class `Producer`), Consumer objects (instances of class `Consumer`), and a shared buffer called common object (instance of class `buffer`). The producer object is responsible for the producer timethread. The consumer object is responsible for the consumer object. And the common object is responsible for the common timethread. The MLog implementation of the Producer-Consumer program embedded in the proto-control model is shown below.

![Figure 4-17: Producer-Consumer Architecture](image)

```prolog
class:protoObject of object.
class:main of object.
begin :-
    buffer-new(common.active[]),
    producer-new(P.active[]),
    consumer-new(C.active[]),
    mainConsole-writeln("All tasks initialized").

class:buffer of protoObject.
ivars:[myBuffer=Q/Q].
store(DATA) :-
```
theValueOf(myBuffer,B).
enqueueDifferenceList(DATA,B,B2).
maketheValueOf(myBuffer,B2).

retrieve(DATA):-
    size(S), S > 0,
    theValueOf(myBuffer,B).
    dequeueDifferenceList(DATA,B,B2).
    makeTheValueOf(myBuffer,B2).

size(S):-
    theValueOf(myBuffer,B/[]).
    listLength(B,S).
    enqueueDifferenceList(X,Q/[X|T],Q/T).
    dequeueDifferenceList(X,[X|T]/T2,T/T2).

class:producer of protoObject.
begin :-
    buffer-new(X,passive,[myBuffer={apples,oranges,pears,kiwi|T}/T]),
    producerLoop(X).

producerLoop(X):-
    X-retrieve(D),
    common-store(D),
    producerLoop(X).

class:consumer of protoObject.
begin :-
    buffer-new(X,passive,[]),
    consumerLoop(X).

consumerLoop(X):-
    common-retrieve(D),
    X-store(D),
    X-size(S),
    consumerLoop(X).

The program creates one active producer object, one active consumer object, one active buffer (common) object, and one passive buffer object. The items that the producer will produce are put into a list (named myBuffer, which is an instance variable of the passive object. The common object has the same instance variable name but with empty value initially). The class name description defines the class inheritance hierarchy. The result in Figure 4-18 is produced by the control objects and application objects. There is no interaction message displayed with producer and consumer objects since the proto-control
model only shows the received messages. In the result, the control object does not restrict the received messages, it only plays an auditing role.

![Timeline Tool output](image)

**Figure 4-18: TimeLine Tool output for the Proto-Control of Producer-Consumer example**

The MLog console in Figure 4-18 shows text output from the application. The timeline display illustrates the start-up phase of behavior over the first 18 seconds of existence. Figure 4-19 shows the part of the time-lines in Figure 4-18 that illustrate the execution of the rendezvous. In Figure 4-19, we can see that the interactions of the producer object and consumer object with common object are indirect. The running of the common object is
transferred to the protocontrol object (#272) of the common object and the rendezvous
starts here. After the object #272 receives the message from the producer object (#273) and
the consumer object (#275), the execution goes back to the common object. The common
object processes the store(_ ) message and completes the rendezvous with the producer
object. Then the producer object reports to the protoToolManager. The rendezvous with
consumer object starts afterwards.

Figure 4-19: TimeLine Tool output of the Rendezvous for Producer-Consumer example

If the control object restricts the message received by the common object, e.g. the
common object can only receive the restore(X) message, the result is shown below; i.e., the
consumer object becomes suspended.

*** ProtoTool Trace Active ***
Control is limited in the proto-control model. For example, the proto-control model cannot handle the case that to allow the producer object to receive \textit{store(apple)} message only and to allow the consumer object to receive \textit{retrieve(apple)} message only because the \textit{Message} in \textit{ProxyId-waitToAcceptControl(Message)} applies to all the proto objects. It cannot be defined individually. However, the proto-control model is a good tool for auditing the system execution without affecting the source code structure. It provides a simple way to do software monitoring at a high level (Angio Trace provides the lower level of software monitoring (27)).

4.5 Timethreads Control Model

As shown in Figure 4-2, the timethread control model contains three parts: the executable timethreads model, the proto-control model, and the application model. Timethread control over the execution of application systems through control objects is called the timethreads control model.

Before sending a message to an application object, the control object must wait for the message from timethread object shown in Figure 4-20. Assume the active object A invokes a receive operation. The execution control goes up to its control object. Before sending the \textit{waitToAcceptControl(X)} message, the control object must invoke another receive operation. The message that the control object is waiting for is \textit{defineMsg(X)}. Now the execution control moves to the timethreads objects since only the timethreads objects can send out this message. In this way, the timethreads control the execution of the applications.

The execution of timethreads synchronizes the execution of the application program. Once an activity is invoked by a timethread, it sends the message to the corresponding
control object so that the control object tells the application object do the activity. This is done by sending a `defineMsg(X)` to the control object. Timethreads execution simulates the application execution, thus multiple timethreads compete to control the application objects.

![Diagram showing the interaction between Timethreads Object and Active Object A and B]

Figure 4-20: Nested Rendezvous Mechanism in Timethreads Control Model

Before sending a message `waitToAcceptControl(Message)` to the application object, the protoControl object must wait for the message `waitToAccept(defineMsg(Message))` from the corresponding timethread object. Therefore the MLog implementation of the protoControl object is changed as follows.

```prolog
class: protoControl of object.
ivars: [proxyObject].
begins:
    myself(MyId),
    theValueOf(proxyObject.ProxyId),
    repeat,
    processMessage(MyId,ProxyId),
    fail.
processMessage(MyId,ProxyId) :-
    waitToAccept(defineMsg(Message)),
    ProxyId=waitToAcceptControl(Message).
```
protoToolManager-reportMessage(MyId,ProxyId,Message).

The Producer-Consumer timethreads have been modified to respond to the changes of protoControl object. After the producer timethread or the consumer timethread send a message to the common timethread, they must send a message to the control object of the common object so the execution of the application objects synchronizes with the timethreads execution. The modified code is shown below.

\[
\begin{align*}
doDecision(\text{do,JobL}) : & -
\text{getAt}(\text{Msg},0,0,\text{JobL}), \\
& \text{deleteFrom}(\text{Msg,JobL,LL}), \\
& \text{Msg}.

doDecision(\text{send,JobL}) : & -
\text{getAt}(\text{Msg},0,0,\text{JobL}), \\
& \text{deleteFrom}(\text{Msg,JobL,LL}), \\
& \text{getAt}(\text{Info},0,0,\text{LL}), \\
& \text{Msg-send}(\text{Info}),

doDecision(\text{receive,JobL}) : & -
\text{getAt}(\text{Msg},0,0,\text{JobL}), \\
& \text{deleteFrom}(\text{Msg,JobL,LL}), \\
& \text{protoNames-lookup}(\text{common,ProtoName}), \\
& \text{waitToAccept}(\text{send}(\text{Msg})), \\
& \text{ProtoName}^1\text{-defineMsg}(\text{Msg}).
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{send}(\text{store}(\_)) : & -
\text{theValueOf}(\text{myBuffer,B}), \\
& \text{enqueueDifferenceList}(\text{DATA,B,B2}), \\
& \text{makeTheValueOf}(\text{myBuffer,B2}).
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{send}(\text{retrieve}(\_)) : & -
\text{size}(S),S > 0, \\
& \text{theValueOf}(\text{myBuffer,B}), \\
& \text{dequeueDifferenceList}(\text{DATA,B,B2}), \\
& \text{makeTheValueOf}(\text{myBuffer,B2}).
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 4-21 shows the execution result of the timethreads control model of the Producer-Consumer problem. The protoNames object maintains a table of all pairs of an active application object and its control object. From Figure 4-21, the protoControl object ID of the common object is #230.

1. ProtoName is an object ID number which can be found in an object table. The implementation of the table is shown in chapter 5.
Figure 4-21: TimeLine Tool output for Timethreads Control of Producer-Consumer example

All the interactions between the objects along the time line can be seen explicitly in Figure 4-21. The `pCmain` object initiates the `producer`, `consumer`, and `common` objects. The `tthread` object initiates the `pt`, `ct`, and `commont` timethreads (`pt` represents the producer timethread, `ct` represents the consumer timethread, and `commont` represents the commonthread). The `common` object gets executed first. Its receive message is transferred to its `protoControl` object (#230). The receive operation in `protoControl` object is
redefined to nest another receive operation. This is called the nested rendezvous. The producer object (#231) starts the first rendezvous with the common object. Then the common object begins the nested rendezvous with the object #230. The common object sends the message store(X) received from the pt object to the object #230. After the nested rendezvous completes, the control goes back to the common object, which perform the real store(X) operation. The retrieve(X) operation does exactly the same interaction sequences.

Timethread control has some limitations. For example, in a time-out scenario, the timethread object can not force the application object to time-out or not time-out. This behavior can be decided only by the execution scenario of the application object. In this case, we want to disable the timethread control, but let the control object control the timethread’s execution so that the timethread objects and application objects can still be running simultaneously. A detailed discussion and example of this limitation is given in chapter 5.
5
Case Study

This chapter describes the prototypies of the executable timethreads for the layered communications system to achieve the executable design. The implementation issues of the layered communications system in the MLog environment are discussed. Simple performance tests have been conducted and evaluated based on the design and the programming model of executable timethreads.

Section 5.1 shows the executable timethreads of the layered communications system. Section 5.2 discusses the functional implementation of the layered communications system. And section 5.3 illustrates the execution of the timethread control model over the application system and the experimental results.

5.1 Executable Timethreads for Layered Communications System

As discussed in chapter 3, Figure 3.3 shows the timethreads manual description for the layered communication system, and Figure 3.6 shows the design picture of the system. The mapping from Figure 3.3 to Figure 3.6 is a design process that assigns responsibilities to the timethreads. Figure 5.1 shows an end-to-end timethread overlaid on the design architecture. The end-to-end timethread is represented by the composition of several executable timethreads in Figure 3.1. The timethreads in Figure 5.1 illustrate only one direction of data flows, i.e. from node1 to node2.
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Figure 5-1: Timethreads Execution on the Design Picture
Timethread t1 is responsible for receiving a packet from the network layer of the node1 and carrying the packets to the link layer. On its way, timethread t1 triggers timethreads t2 and t3. Timethread t2 is responsible for the tickTask. Timethread t3 is responsible for receiving the packets from the link layer and sending the packets through the channel to the other end of the physical layer (which is node2). Timethread t4 is triggered by timethread t3. Timethread t4 is responsible for carrying the packets to the link layer of node2. At the end of timethread t4, it forks two timethreads t5 and t6. Timethread t5 is responsible for passing the data to node2's network layer. Timethread t6 is responsible for sending the acknowledgment back to the sender. Timethread t6 would wake up timethread t1 if would then stop the timer, or if a time-out happens first, t3 would be executed again.

The interface buttons on the actors through which a timethread passes are the activities of the timethread. These activities are put into the timethread activity list implemented as an instance variable. The activities are categorized into three groups: do, send, and receive.

To make timethreads executable in the MLog programming environment, the timethreads diagram must be translated into the MLog script. Each timethread has been created as an instance object of the thread class. The instance variable activity explicitly describes the activities of the timethread. The instance variable numOfActs records the number of activities of a timethread. The MLog script of timethread t1 is created as follows:

```
thread-new(t1,active,[activity=[[do,to(____),"node1",userMgr],
                 [do,getFor(____),"node1",userMgr],
                 [do,putPacket(____),"node1","channel1",tx],
                 [send,t2,startTimer(____)],[send,t3,sendDown(____)],
                 [receive,____,"node1","channel1",tx]],
               numOfActs=6)).
```

The timethread t1 has six activities. The first three activities are do activities. The fourth and fifth activities are send. The last activity is receive. In each activity list, there are some parameters that specify the contents of the activity. For example, the first activity is "do to(____) on userMgr object of node1;" the fourth activity is "send a startTimer(____) message to the timethread t2;" the last activity is "receive a message from channel1 to tx"
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object of node1.”

The operations of the timethreads and the synchronization among the timethreads are implemented using the techniques discussed in chapter 4. There is an interpreter to solve the activity list. The synchronization among the timethreads in the layered communications system is more complex than the producer/consumer threads. For example, the timed message passing is used in the layered communications system as shown below. The MLog code shows only the interactions (send, receive) between the timethreads. The complete timethreads implementation is given in appendix A7.

doDecision(doJobL) :- % do method
    getAt(Msg,0,0,JobL),
    deleteFrom(Msg,JobL,LL),
    do(Msg).

doDecision(send,JobL) :- % send method
    getAt(Msg,0,0,JobL),
    deleteFrom(Msg,JobL,LL),
    getAt(Info,0,0,LL),
    Msg-send(Info).

doDecision(receive,JobL) :- % receive method
    getAt(Msg,0,0,JobL),
    deleteFrom(Msg,JobL,LL),
    waitToAccept(send(Msg)),
    postRendezvous(send(Msg)).

postRendezvous(send(timeOut)) :- % timeout handler
    theValueOf(timeOutMark,TimeOutMark).
    N is TimeOutMark + 1,
    makeTheValueOf(timeOutMark,N).

postRendezvous(send(putAckFrame(_))) :- % method for receiving ACK
    t2-send(stopTimer).

postRendezvous(send(startTimer(_))) :- % method for starting timer
    waitToAccept(send(stopTimer),relative,[0.00,1.5],Duration,timeOut,Result).

postRendezvous(send(Msg)).

send(_).

timeOut :-
    t1-send(timeOut).

The execution results can be seen in Figure 5.2. The timelines show the interactions of the six timethreads in the first one minute and fifteen seconds. tthread initializes threads t1 to t6. t1 gets the first chance to run. It triggers t2, t3, and then suspends itself. t2 starts the
timer. \( t_3 \) sends a packet to \texttt{node2} and triggers \( t_4 \). \( t_4 \) runs and triggers \( t_5 \) and \( t_6 \). \( t_5 \) is responsible for sending the packet to the receiver. \( t_6 \) is in charge of sending the acknowledgment to the sender. Once the ACK gets the sender's link layer, it wakes up \( t_1 \) that tells \( t_2 \) to stop the timer. By now, one round has completed and \( t_1 \) is ready to send the next packet.

![Figure 5-2: TimeLine Tool output of the Timethreads Execution]

The timethreads in Figure 5.1 represent one scenario of the timethreads execution. For different kinds of scenarios, we use different MLog scripts to show the situations. For example, timethread \( t_3 \) can be terminated at the channel because the transmission channel lost the data frame. After a while, the time-out must happen and timethread \( t_3 \) has to be executed again. In another scenario, the timethread could terminated at the \texttt{Rx} of \texttt{node2}
because of an incorrect sequence bit. Different scenarios have to be described separately. For example, the timethread to move data from node2 to node1 would require separate specification by a set of MLog scripts. However, the instance methods of the thread are generic so no new MLog code needs to be written.

5.2 Implementation Issues for the Layered Communications System

The MLog implementation of the Layered Communications System is based on the work completed as a course project by Greg Bond. This thesis included analysis, restructuring, and enhancement of the original design - it has undergone substantial revision.

The design diagram is shown in Figure 3.11. The actors such as TX actor have been implemented as the active objects. The components such as layers have been implemented as passive objects. The interface buttons such as putPacket have been implemented as the object methods, which provide the interface to communicate with other objects. The data stores are implemented as buffer objects. The engine in TX and RX is implemented as the message flow control for the active objects.

Though the actors in each component are not implemented as the subclass of the component class, the component object controls these active objects. That means the component object creates these active objects and provides the intermediate service to the other layers so that the objects can communicate with each other. This achieves the code packaging of the layers. Figure 5.3 shows the component L that contains actors tickTask, packetTransporter, linkMgr, TX, and RX. The component L provides two interfaces, rxfromuser for communicating with the network layer, rxfromphysical for communicating with the physical layer. linkMgr controls the data flow to TX or RX, i.e., data or ack.
The system can create multiple nodes and channels as shown in Figure 5.4. There is a node window for each node and a channel window for each channel. A node window shows the activities on that node; i.e., sending packets. A channel window shows the activities on that channel; i.e., a packet arrives at the channel, or a transmission error occurs. A channel is an end-to-end point connection between any two nodes. Therefore, there could be multiple link layers and physical layers for all of the end-to-end connections. The UserMgr actor in each node is responsible for routing packets. The channel is implemented as an object that has two ports (in and out) and a transmitter called disturbanceTask that is implemented as a passive object. The disturbance task can randomly generate four types of message status; i.e., OK, ChkSumError, LoseFrame, and SynchError.

After the system set up, the Done button in the Initialize Network System window finishes the initialization stage so that the system is ready to run. Each node has all the pop up windows for the connections it has with other nodes. The pop up window is the window for sending messages to the other node. Figure 5.4 shows the initialization stage of the system.
Figure 5.5 shows two way messages being sent between any two nodes. Each node can randomly generate packets and the transmission rate can be controlled. Each channel can randomly generate errors and the error rate can be controlled as well. The message passing activities are displayed on the corresponding windows. The MLog console displays the execution results. Figure 5-5 shows the run time execution of the Layered Communications system.
The interactions between TX and tickTask are demonstrated below. As shown in Figure 3-8, the TX trigger the timer and releases itself. The tickTask, after receiving the startTimer message, then waits for the stopTimer message or if the time-out happened, it sends the timeout message to the TX. The MLog implementation is shown below.
class: tickTask of protoObject.
ivars: [txTask].
methods: class.
methods: instance.
begin :-
  initDone.
  repeat.
  waitToAccept(startTimer(TxName,Packet)).
  makeTheValueOf(txTask,TxName).
  waitToAccept(stopTimer.relative.(0.59,20),Duration.timeOut,Result).
  fail.
  startTimer(TxTask).
  stopTimer.
  timeOut :-
    theValueOf(txTask,TxTask).
    TxTask.timeOut.

The TX object waits for the Ack or the timeout message after it sends out a message. If it receives the Ack message, the TX sends stopTimer message to the tickTask. Otherwise, the tickTask sends timeOut message to the TX and the TX retransmits the data and starts the timer again.

5.3 Timethreads Control Model for Layered Communications System

Once the layered communications system is implemented, the executable timethreads is used to control the execution of the actual system.

The timethreads control mechanism is achieved through the protoControl objects as discussed in chapter 4. In order to communicate between the timethread objects and application objects, the timethread objects must know the proto object name of the application object with which it wants to communicate. A table is maintained that keeps all pairs of the active application object and its control object, and all the passive objects and their binding names. The operations on the table are shown below. When an active object and its control object are created, they are registered in the table. If a timethread object wants to control an application object, it first searches the table to find the corresponding control object and send the message to the control object.
class: nameserver of object.
ivars: [namelist=[]].
methods: class.
initialize :-
    new(protoNames,active,[]).
methods: instance.
regist(ProxyId,ProtoId) :-
    theValueOf(namelist,X),
    appendString((ProxyId,ProtoId),X,Newlist),
    makeTheValueOf(namelist,Newlist).
lookup(ProxyId,ProtoId) :-
    theValueOf(namelist,X),
    findIn((ProxyId,ProtoId),X).
appendTo(Elmt,[],Elmt1).
appendTo(Elmt,[HT1],[HT2]) :-
    appendString(Elmt,T1,T2).
findIn(Elmt,[Elmt1]).
findIn(Elmt,[_T1]) :-
    findIn(Elmt,T).

As discussed in section 5.1, the timethreads execution carries out the activities in each timethread. Those activities are actual implemented as the instance methods in the real system. Since the system can create multiple nodes and channels, there are a link layer and a physical layer for each connection. The UserMgr object in each node is responsible for routing the packets.

In order to distinguish the object’s family and their connections, a lookup table is maintained. The table sets up all the relationships between the objects and their binding names. This helps the timethreads objects to find the right application objects to control. A simple example is shown below.

class: tableserver of object.
ivars: [tablelist=[]].
methods: class.
initialize :-
    new(tablename,active,[]).
methods: instance.
begin :-
    objectNames-lookup("node1",User1),
    objectNames-lookup((User1,UserMgr1,UserTrans1)).
The following result shows the execution of the layered communications system under the normal condition; i.e., a packet is transmitted successfully. The time duration from starting the timer to stopping the timer is 26 seconds.


*** ProtoTool Trace Active ***
#243 #242 txTo(node2,1103527590)
#243 #242 getFor(1103527590,#311)
#304 #303 startTimer(#305,1103527590)
#295 #294 sendDown(#277,#343)
#306 #305 putPacket(1103527590)
#318 #317 write(#343)
#275 #274 txToAt(#343,#278,node2)
#318 #317 read(#343)
#335 #334 putFrame(#343)
#332 #331 sendDown(#278,#344)
#237 #326 putDataFrame(#343)
#291 #290 write(#344)
#275 #274 txToAt(#344,#277,node1)
#237 #326 getPacket(1103527590)
#261 #260 putFrom(1103527590,#338)
#291 #290 read(#344)
#308 #307 putFrame(#344)
Duration:[0,0,26] Result: message Packet: 1103527590
#306 #305 putAckFrame(#344)
#304 #303 stopTimer

The execution of the timethreads control over the layered communications system is demonstrated below. The time duration from starting the timer to stopping the timer is tremendously increased because of the interactions with the timethreads. The timethreads are running concurrently with the application objects.


*** ProtoTool Trace Active ***
#1 (0 6, do [txTo(_,node1,userMgr])
#2 (0 1, receive [startTimer(_,node1,channel1.tickTask])
#3 (0 4, receive [sendDown(_,node1,channel1,downTransport])
#4 (0 5, receive [read(_,node2,channel1,bufferTask])
#5 (0 2, receive [getPacket(_, node2, channel1, rx])
#6 (0 6, receive [sendDown(_, node2, channel1, downTransport]
#1 (1 6, do [getFor(_, node1, userMgr]
#243 #242 txTo(node2, 1103527590)
#1 (2 6, do [putPacket(_, node1, channel1, tx]
#243 #242 getFor(1103527590, #311)
#1 (3 6, send [l2.startTimer(_)]
#1 (4 6, send [t3.sendDown(_)]
#1 (5 6, receive [_, node1, channel1, tx]
#3 (1 4, do [txToAt(_, _), channel1, disturbanceTask]
#304 #303 startTimer(#305, 1103527590)
#295 #294 sendDown(#277, #343)
#306 #305 putPacket(1103527590)
#1 (2 4, do [write(_, node2, channel1, bufferTask]
#1 (3 4, send [l4.read(_)]
#1 finished
#318 #317 write(#343)
#275 #274 txToAt(#343, #278, node2)
#4 (1 5, do [putFrame(_, node2, channel1, linkMgr]
#318 #317 read(#343)
#4 (2 5, do [putDataFrame(_, node2, channel1, rx]
#335 #334 putFrame(#343)
#4 (3 5, send [t5.getPacket(_)]
#4 (4 5, send [t6.sendDown(_)]
#4 finished
#6 (1 6, do [txToAt(_, _), channel1, disturbanceTask]
#322 #321 sendDown(#278, #344)
#327 #326 putDataFrame(#343)
#5 (1 2, do [putFrom(_, _), node2, userMgr]
#6 (2 6, do [write(_, node1, channel1, bufferTask]
#327 #326 getPacket(1103527590)
#5 finished
#6 (3 6, do [read(_, node1, channel1, bufferTask]
#261 #260 putFrom(1103527590, #338)
#291 #290 write(#344)
#275 #274 txToAt(#344, #277, node1)
#6 (4 6, do [putFrame(_, node1, channel1, linkMgr]
#291 #290 read(#344)
#6 (5 6, send [t1.putAckFrame(_)]
#6 finished
#308 #307 putFrame(#344)
#1 finished
#306 #305 putAckFrame(#344)
#2 finished
In order to get rid of the overhead that the timethreads cost, the timethread objects can be switched to the system queue so that the execution time of the timethreads are excluded. The \textit{protect}(X)\textit{ and }\textit{unprotect}(X)\textit{ are the two functions to switch the application objects that are created in between these two functions into the system queue. For example, in the following piece of code, the timethread \texttt{t1} is put on the system ready-to-run queue.

\begin{verbatim}

    protect(X),
    thread-new(t1,active,[activity=[[do,txTo(_,_),"node1",userMgr],
    [do,putPacket(_,"node1","channel1",tx),
    [send,2,startTimer(_,_),[send,3,sendDown(_),
    [receive,_,"node1","channel1",tx]],
    numOfActs=6]]).

    unprotect(X),
\end{verbatim}

After assigning the timethreads to the system queue, the time duration is decreased from 1 minute and 7 seconds to 53 seconds. However, it is still greater than the time spent without timethread control (which is 26 seconds). This is due to the interactions with timethreads, but not specifically the timethread object code.

The tests with the timethreads control model are based on the normal execution of the system (which means no time-out or transmission errors occurred). A limitation of the timethreads control model is that the timethreads cannot control the time-out scenario of the application objects. That is to say the timethread objects cannot force the application object to time-out or not time-out. This behavior can be decided only by the execution scenarios of the application objects. In this case, we want to disable the timethread control, but let the control object to control the timethreads execution so that the timethreads objects and application objects can still be running synchronously. That is to say, if a timeout happens in the application system, it could inform the timethreads so that the timethreads could behave the same way as application objects, instead of sending the messages to the
application objects which conflict with the behaviour of the application objects and cause the deadlock. In this way, the timethreads have to be both the managing objects and managed objects. This challenging problem is not addressed in the thesis due to time constraints.
6

Conclusion

6.1 A Research Summary

This thesis described the use of timethreads as a basis for bridging activity diagram (used to construct the performance model) and design models of software systems. Two approaches were described: (1) a manual technique for mapping activities in a performance model to the changes in a design, as modelled by timethreads and MachineCharts, and (2) executable timethreads, which provide a language-enforced concordance between the timethreads and changes in the software design.

The first technique employs timethreads in a manual fashion: each design refinement, from the requirements to the final design, reports the changes in timethreads. Thus there is a trail to follow from the performance model activity diagram to the software design, and the changes to activities can be tracked along the refinements. The software design could be realized as a high level prototype or portions of an actual implementation, and performance experiments could be conducted accordingly. Also, the activity model could be manually refined to correspond to some point along the design. The problem with this approach is that concordance between the timethreads and the software design must be maintained manually.

The second technique uses a programming model of executable timethreads to control an application (design) model, and thus mechanically recording the concordance through the formality of a programming language. As timethreads and software objects are refined, the designer modifies the descriptions of the timethreads and software objects and their
relation. Execution of the design model becomes execution of the timethreads to control the activities embodied by the software objects. The designer can construct performance experiments such as branching probabilities based on the design. Since the timethreads are the objects that are executing (or at least controlling execution) it is easier to relate the experiments to the objects, and perform measurements. The disadvantage of this approach is the need for a specialized execution environment to support timethread execution. There are also limitations in the executable timethreads control model; the executable timethreads can control the normal execution of the application, but for the abnormal situation (e.g., a transmission problem causes a time-out), the executable timethreads cannot project this situation and force the application to respond.

The thesis used a layered communications system example to illustrate the manual and executable methods. The manual example provided sufficient complexity to demonstrate that timethreads can be used to relate the activity diagram and design models. It also showed the difficulty of keeping track of many small details. The timethreads of the layered communications system are executable so that the design of the system can be evaluated at very early stage, and later on, the executable timethreads can control the execution path of the real system under normal conditions (i.e., a packet is transmitted successfully) and record the execution data mechanically. However, the case study also discovered a drawback of the executable timethreads control model - the executable timethreads model can not control the execution of the system under abnormal situations (i.e., a packet has to be retransmitted due to a time-out) because of the way the executable timethreads model is constructed. This was revealed when trying to force the time-out case in the applications by the timethreads. The application times out when it sees a problem in the external transmission of packets, not because a timethread wants to direct the application into an error. The timing measurements with and without timethread controlling the application also showed a significant overhead due to timethread control, even when the execution of the timethread object themselves were not counted.
6.2 Future Research

Future research can build on what has been learned from the executable timethreads model to develop a method for constructing executable timethreads, testing and using them to control applications under a greater variety of running conditions.

The executable timethreads model can be extended to automatically instrument as well as (or instead of) controlling the application; e.g., to direct the gathering of performance data (like Angio Trace [27]) along the execution path.

The executable timethreads model can be redeveloped to function in a well known environment such as Unix and C++ to reduce overhead and conduct performance experiments.

Further case studies particularly with performance experiments need to be performed to examine and evaluate the techniques.
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Appendix: Notation

A.1 TimeThread Notation

Concurrent Threads
Independent timethreads represent concurrent behaviors in a system

Sequences of Threads
Upon termination of an incoming timethread, an outgoing timethread is initiated

Spawnning Threads
A new (spawned) timethread is initiated as an activity along the path of a timethread.

And-Join
An outgoing timethread is initiated immediately after all of the incoming timethreads terminate.

And-Fork
Upon termination of an incoming timethread, several outgoing timethreads are initiated.

Or-Join
Upon termination of one of a set of incoming timethreads, an outgoing timethread is initiated.

Or-Fork
Upon termination of an incoming timethread, exactly one of several outgoing timethreads will be initiated. The selection condition is annotated.
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- **Stub thread**: A stub thread represents local detail hidden.

- **Trigger Thread**: A timed thread triggers another timed thread that is suspended at a waiting place (a large dark dot) which represents a location along the path where one timed thread must synchronize with another timed thread.

- **Trigger a Timer**: A timer thread is initiated as an activity along the path of a thread. A timer thread starts with a timer object rather than a thread start. The timer object starts the timer thread behaviour when an elapsed time period has passed.

- **Waiting on a Timer**: A thread triggers a timer thread and then suspends at a waiting place for the timer thread to trigger it. The timer thread starts when the time period elapsed and then proceeds to trigger the waiting place, and terminates.

- **Conditional Timed Wait**: A thread triggers a timer thread and then waits at an Or-Join for either the termination of the timer thread, or the termination of one or more other threads.

### A.2 MachineChart Notation

- **Box**: Represents aggregation. They map to programming constructs such as packages in Ada or modules in Modula-2, or architectural components such as subsystems or layers.

- **Actor**: Active boxes. They are autonomous, self-directing components. They map to tasks in Ada or tasks as supported by real-time executives.

- **Reactor**: A constrained version of actors. They are not autonomous self-directed components but provide protected services to other actor in a mutually exclusive manner. They map to semaphores or mailboxes in real-time executives.
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Button  □
Represents procedural abstractions, and map to re-entrant procedures or functions in programming languages. Buttons may be combined with boxes.

Gate  /\Represents procedural abstractions but impose synchronization among actors visiting them.

Store  O
Place for keeping data. They map to variables in programming languages.

Finger  —
Attached to buttons or gates.

Waiting Place  ●
Placed beside gates to indicate places where waiting may occur until some condition is satisfied. The condition may be described textually. In Ada, they map to guards associated with task entries.

Timer  ◐
The timer icon indicates that interactions are constrained with time.

Data Flow  →
Indicates the transfer of data between components.

A.3 Activity Diagram Notation

Event Ready  ●
A starting place for an event. Events flow through an activity diagram like tokens in a Petri Net.

Event End  ●
A termination place for an event.
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AND Fork
An event splits into multiple events and travels down multiple, concurrent event paths.

AND Join
When an event arrives on each of the input event paths, a single event emerges from the output event path.

OR Fork
An event travels along one and only one of several outgoing event paths. The selection condition may be stochastic (for performance modelling) or deterministic.

OR Join
An event along one of the incoming event paths is routed along the single outgoing event path.

Race Line
Coordinates the event flow along competing concurrent event paths. An event flow entering a race line, leaves along its outgoing path so long as it was not disabled by an inhibitor arc (see below).

Inhibitor arc
Disables flow along an event path if it is “unfilled”. If it is “filled” then events may flow along the path. An active input place will unfill the circle.

Activity Box
The annotations on activity boxes identify the textual descriptions of activities.

A.4 TimeLine Tool

Task_Created
The specified task has been created

Task_Removed
The specified task has terminated
Task Running: The specified task or ISR is running
Task Ready: The specified task or ISR is ready
Task Waiting: The specified task or ISR is waiting for an interaction
Sync_interaction Initiated: A rendezvous has been initiated
Sync_interaction Established: The receiver of the message has begun to process it
Sync_interaction Failed: The receiver of the message put it back on the message queue
Sync_interaction Completed: The rendezvous has completed successfully
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B.1 Proto-Control Program

class: protoTool2 of object.
methods: class.
initialize :
    new(protoToolManager,active,[]).
methods: instance.
begin :
    mainConsole-(write("*** ProtoTool Trace Active ***"),nl(2)).
repeat,
    waitToAccept(reportMessage(ControlId,ProxyId,Message)),
    fail.
reportMessage(ControlId,ProxyId,Message) :-
    mainConsole-(
        write(ControlId),writeSpaces(3),write(ProxyId),
        writeSpaces(3),writeln(Message)).

class:protoControl of object.
ivars:[proxyObject].
begin :
    myself(MyId),
    theValueOf(proxyObject,ProxyId),
    protoNames-regist(ProxyId,MyId),
    phaseInit(MyId,ProxyId),
    repeat,
    processMessage(MyId,ProxyId),
    fail.
phaseInit(MyId,ProxyId) :-
    repeat,
    ProxyId-waitToAcceptControl(Message),
    protoToolManager-reportMessage(MyId,ProxyId,Message),
    Message == init.
processMessage(MyId,ProxyId) :-
    % waitToAccept(defineMsg(Message)),
    ProxyId-waitToAcceptControl(Message,_,_),
    protoToolManager-reportMessage(MyId,ProxyId,Message).
defineMsg(_).
class: protoObject of object.
methods: class.
new(X,active,Y) :-
    super-new(X,active,Y).
    protoControl-new(Z,active,[proxyObject=X]),
    mainConsole-(write("active create! ").writeln(Z)).

new(X,passive,Y) :-
    super-new(X,passive,Y).
methods: instance.
initDone :-
    waitToAccept(init).
waitToAccept(X) :-
    super-waitToAccept(waitToAcceptControl(X,[I])).
waitToAccept(X,A,B,C,D,E) :-
    super-waitToAccept(waitToAcceptControl(X,[A,B,C,D,E])).
waitToAcceptControl(X,__):-
    X isA nonvar,
    X == init.
waitToAcceptControl(X,[I]) :-
    super-waitToAccept(X).
waitToAcceptControl(X,[A,B,C,D,E]) :-
    super-waitToAccept(X,A,B,C,D,E).

B.2 Producer-Consumer Program

class: protoObject of object.
class: main of object.
begin :-
    buffer-new(common,active,[I]),
    producer-new(P,active,[I]),
    consumer-new(C,active,[I]),
    mainConsole-writeln("All tasks initialized").

class: buffer of protoObject.
ivars: [myBuffer=Q/Q].
begin :-
    repeat,
    waitToAccept(X),
    postRendezvous(X),
    fail.

show.
postRendezvous(show) :-
mainConsole-writeln("BUffer active"),
initDone.
postRendezvous(_).

store(DATA) :-
   theValueOf(myBuffer,B),
   enqueueDifferenceList(DATA,B,B2),
   makeTheValueOf(myBuffer,B2).

retrieve(DATA) :-
   size(S),S > 0,
   theValueOf(myBuffer,B),
   dequeueDifferenceList(DATA,B,B2),
   makeTheValueOf(myBuffer,B2).

size(S) :-
   theValueOf(myBuffer,B/[I]),
   listLength(B,S).
   enqueueDifferenceList(X,Q/[XIT],Q/T).
   dequeueDifferenceList(X,[XIT]/T2,T/T2).

class:producer of protoObject.
begin :-
   buffer-new(X,passive,[myBuffer=[apples,oranges,pears,kiwi]/T]),
   initDone,
   common-show,
   producerLoop(X).

producerLoop(X) :-
   X-retrieve(D),
   mainConsole-(writeln("sending "),writeln(D)).
   common-store(D).
   producerLoop(X).

class:consumer of protoObject.
begin :-
   buffer-new(X,passive,[]).
   initDone,
   consumerLoop(X).

consumerLoop(X) :-
   mainConsole-writeln("waiting to receive"),
   common-retrieve(D),
   X-store(D),
   X-size(S),
   mainConsole-(write(D),write(" received"),nl),
   mainConsole-(write(S),write(" elements received"),nl).
   consumerLoop(X).
B.3 Executable Timethreads of the Layered Communications System

```prolog
class: thread of object.
ivars: [activity=[], numOfActs, index=0, timeOutMark=0].
methods: class.
methods: instance.
begin :-
    loop.

loop :-
    theValueOf(index, Index),
    theValueOf(numOfActs, NumOfActs),
    theValueOf(timeOutMark, TimeOutMark),
    mainControl(Index, NumOfActs, TimeOutMark),
    myself(MyId),
    mainConsole-(write(MyId), writeln(" finished")).
    loop.

mainControl(Y, Y, 0).
mainControl(Y, Y, 1) :-
    NewIndex is Y - 3,
    theValueOf(timeOutMark, TimeOutMark),
    N is TimeOutMark - 1,
    makeTheValueOf(timeOutMark, N),
    mainControl(NewIndex, Y, N).
mainControl(Y, Z, 0) :-
    myself(MyId),
    mainConsole-(write(MyId), write(" "), write(Y), write(" "), writeln(Z)),
    getAt(L, Y),
    getAt(Felmt, 0, 0, L),
    deleteFrom(Felmt, L, NewL),
    mainConsole-(write(Felmt), write(" "), writeln(NewL)),
    doDecision(Felmt, NewL),
    NewIndex is Y + 1,
    theValueOf(timeOutMark, TimeOutMark),
    mainControl(NewIndex, Z, TimeOutMark).

doDecision(do, JobL) :-
    getAt(Msg, 0, 0, JobL),
    deleteFrom(Msg, JobL, LL),
    tablename-search([LL], X),
    protoNames-lookup(X, ProtoName),
    ProtoName=defineMsg(Msg),
```
getTime(T),
mainConsole-(write(Msg),write(" starts at "),writeIn(T)).

doDecision(send,JobL) :-
gAt(Msg,0,0,JobL),
deleteFrom(Msg,JobL,LL),
getAu(Info,0,0,LL),
Msg-send(Info).
doDecision(receive,JobL) :-
gAt(Msg,0,0,JobL),
deleteFrom(Msg,JobL,LL),
tableName-search([LL],X),
protoNames-lookup(X,ProtoName),
waitToAccept(send(Msg)),
postRendezvous(send(Msg),ProtoName).
postRendezvous(send(timeOut),ProtoName) :-
ProtoName-defineMsg(timeOut),
getTime(T),
mainConsole-(write("timeOut"),write(" starts at "),writeIn(T)),
theValueOf(timeOutMark,TimeOutMark),
N is TimeOutMark + 1,
makeTheValueOf(timeOutMark,N).
postRendezvous(send(putAckFrame(_)),ProtoName) :-
ProtoName-defineMsg(putAckFrame(_)),
getTime(T),
mainConsole-(write("putAckFrame"),write(" starts at "),writeIn(T)),
t2-send(stopTimer).
postRendezvous(send(startTimer(_)),ProtoName) :-
ProtoName-defineMsg(startTimer(_)),
getTime(T),
mainConsole-(write("startTimer"),write(" starts at "),writeIn(T)),
waitToAccept(send(stopTimer),relative,[0,60,15],Duration,timeOut,Result),
timeChoice(Result,ProtoName).
timeChoice(message,ProtoName) :-
mainConsole-(writeIn("message")),
ProtoName-defineMsg(stopTimer),
getTime(T),
mainConsole-(write("stopTimer"),write(" starts at "),writeIn(T)).
timeChoice(timeout,ProtoName) :-
mainConsole-(writeIn("timeout")),
postRendezvous(send(Msg),ProtoName) :-
ProtoName-defineMsg(Msg),
getTime(T),
mainConsole-(write(Msg),write("starts at "),writeIn(T)).

send(_).

timeOut :-
    getTime(X),
    mainConsole-(write("timeout at "),writeIn(X)),
    t1-send(timeOut).
appendTo(Elmt,[],[Elmt]).
appendTo(Elmt,[Hit1],[Hit2]) :-
    appendTo(Elmt,T1,T2).
deleteFrom(Elmt,[ElmtT],T).
deleteFrom(Elmt,[Hit1],[Hit2]) :-
    deleteFrom(Elmt,T1,T2).
getAt(Elmt,Position) :-
    theValueOf(activity,Activity).
    getAt(Elmt,0,Position,Activity).
getAt([],X,X,[]).
getAt(Elmt,X,X,[Elmt_]).
getAt(Elmt,X,Y,[HitT]) :-
    NewX is X + 1,
    getAt(Elmt,NewX,Y,T).

class: timethreads of object.
methods: class.
initialize :-
    new(threads,active,[]).
methods: instance.
begin :-
    thread-new(t1,active,[activity=[[do,tXTo(_),"node1","userMgr"],[do,getUrl(_),"node1","userMgr"],[do,putPacket(_),"node1","channel1",tx],[send,t2,startTime(_),[send,t3,sendDown(_)], [receive,,"node1","channel1",tx]],numOfActs=6]),
    thread-new(t2,active,[activity=[[receive,startTime(_),"node1", "channel1",tickTask]],numOfActs=1]),
    thread-new(t3,active,[activity=[[receive,sendDown(_),"node1", "channel1",downTransport],[do,tXTo(_),"channel1",disturbanceTask],[do,write(_),"node2","channel1",bufferTask],[send,t4,read(_)],numOfActs=4]),
    thread-new(t4,active,[activity=[[receive,read(_),"node2","channel1",bufferTask],[do,putFrame(_),"node2","channel1",linkMgr],[do,putDataFrame(_),"node2","channel1",rx]]},

[send,t5.getPacket(_),[send,t6.sendDown(_),numOfActs=5]],

thread-new(t5.active,activity=[[receive.getPacket(_),"node2","channel1",rx],
[do.putFrom(_,"node2",userMgr)],
numOfActs=2)),

thread-new(t6.active,activity=[[receive.sendDown(_),"node2",
"channel1",downTransport],
[do.txToAt(_,"channel1",disturbanceTask],
[do.write(_,"node1","channel1",bufferTask],
[do.read(_,"node1","channel1",bufferTask],
[do.putFrame(_,"node1","channel1",linkMgr],
[send,t1.putAckFrame(_)],numOfActs=6)),

mainConsole->(println("All timethreads initialized")),
END
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FIN